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Abstract
Graphical models have been widely used in many applications, ranging from human behav-
ior recognition to wireless signal detection. However, efficient inference and learning tech-
niques for graphical models are needed to handle complex models, such as hybrid Bayesian
networks.
This thesis proposes extensions of expectation propagation, a powerful generalization
of loopy belief propagation, to develop efficient Bayesian inference and learning algorithms
for graphical models. The first two chapters of the thesis present inference algorithms for
generative graphical models, and the next two propose learning algorithms for conditional
graphical models.
First, the thesis proposes a window-based EP smoothing algorithm for online estimation
on hybrid dynamic Bayesian networks. For an application in wireless communications,
window-based EP smoothing achieves estimation accuracy comparable to sequential Monte
Carlo methods, but with less than one-tenth computational cost.
Second, it develops a new method that combines tree-structured EP approximations
with the junction tree for inference on loopy graphs. This new method saves computation
and memory by propagating messages only locally to a subgraph when processing each
edge in the entire graph. Using this local propagation scheme, this method is not only more
accurate, but also faster than loopy belief propagation and structured variational methods.
Third, it proposes predictive automatic relevance determination (ARD) to enhance clas-
sification accuracy in the presence of irrelevant features. ARD is a Bayesian technique for
feature selection. The thesis discusses the overfitting problem associated with ARD, and
proposes a method that optimizes the estimated predictive performance, instead of maxi-
mizing the model evidence. For a gene expression classification problem, predictive ARD
outperforms previous methods, including traditional ARD as well as support vector ma-
chines combined with feature selection techniques.
Finally, it presents Bayesian conditional random fields (BCRFs) for classifying inter-
dependent and structured data, such as sequences, images or webs. BCRFs estimate the
posterior distribution of model parameters and average prediction over this posterior to
avoid overfitting. For the problems of frequently-asked-question labeling and of ink recog-
nition, BCRFs achieve superior prediction accuracy over conditional random fields trained
with maximum likelihood and maximum a posteriori criteria.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
This thesis proposes efficient Bayesian inference and learning algorithms for graphical mod-
els. Inference problems are widely encountered in many important real-world applications,
including human behavior recognition, audio and video processing, economics, and robotics.
For instance, for wireless communications, given noisy received signals, how can a mobile
device infer the original transmitted symbols from the noisy received signals and estimate
the effect of the constantly changing environment? For these applications, a system of in-
terest could be first modeled by a dynamic state-space model or a general graphical model.
Then, given data and the constructed model, we can solve the problems encountered in
these applications by estimating probability distributions of hidden variables of the model.
While for inference problems we know model parameters beforehand, for learning prob-
lems we estimate the parameters during training. A classical learning problem is feature
selection, for which we try to classify the data in the presence of irrelevant features; one ex-
ample is the classification of gene expression datasets into different categories. The challenge
is that probably only a small subset of thousands of genes is relevant to the classification
task. Another example is to classify relational data such as web pages, which are linked to
each other. We can solve the above problems by first modeling the data using graphical
models, learning the posterior distribution of model parameters, and then using the learned
parameters for testing.
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1.1 Bayesian inference and learning for graphical models
Compared with other inference and learning techniques, Bayesian approaches have a number
of unique features. Bayesian approaches can seamlessly combine prior knowledge with data,
provide error bars or confidence intervals for estimation and prediction, offer mechanisms
for model and feature selection as well as hyperparameter tuning, and avoid overfitting by
averaging prediction over the posterior distribution of model parameters.
One of the major barriers for Bayesian approaches to be used in practice is computa-
tional complexity. Monte Carlo methods have been widely used for Bayesian inference and
learning (MacKay, 1998; Liu, 2001). Although flexible to use for almost any Bayesian model
and achieving accurate results given a large amount of samples, Monte Carlo methods tend
to be computationally expensive. The underlying reason for their computational inefficiency
is that Monte Carlo methods are randomized algorithms, often wasting many samples in re-
gions with low probabilities. Deterministic approximation methods have been developed to
achieve much higher computational efficiency than Monte Carlo methods. Laplace's method
approximates the posterior distribution by a Gaussian distribution based on the mode and
the Hessian of the posterior (Bishop, 1995). Variational methods convert inference or learn-
ing into an optimization problem using lower- or upper-bounding techniques (Jordan et al.,
1998; Beal, 2003). Expectation propagation (EP), proposed by Minka (2001), turns as-
sumed density filtering into a smoothing method. On the problems investigated by Minka
(2001), EP achieves more accurate estimation with comparable or less complexity than the
other deterministic approximation techniques.
This thesis extends EP to broaden its applicability, enhance its efficiency, and improve
its accuracy for graphical models. The goal of this thesis is to demonstrate that Bayesian
inference and learning, based on the extensions of EP, can be both theoretically elegant
and practically efficient. This thesis deals with four types of graphical models, as shown in
Figure 1-1. In this figure, the shaded nodes represent observed variables and the unshaded
represent latent variables. The two graphs at the top of the figures represent generative
models, which model sampling processes of the observations; the two graphs at the bottom
represent conditional models, where we try to infer the posterior distribution of model
parameters w conditional on the observations.
Specifically, the left upper graph is a Bayesian network, a directed and generative graph-
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ical model; the right upper graph is a 1Ylarkov random field, an undirected and generative
graph model; the left bottom graph is a traditional classification model, where we assume
data labels are independent of each other given the inputs and model parameters; the right
bottom graph is a conditional random field, where we capture the relation between data
labels using undirected edges in the graph.
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Figure 1-1: Different types of graphical models. The shaded nodes represent observed
variables.
1.2 Extensions to expectation propagation (EP)
Corresponding to the four types of graphical n10dels, the thesis proposes two inference algo-
rithms for the generative models at the top and two learning algorithms for the conditional
models at the bottom. Specifically, the thesis extends EP for the following tasks:
Task: We often encounter online estimation for dynamic systems with nonlinear and non-
Gaussian likelihoods. One example is wireless signal detection, which we will consider
in this thesis. As a batch-smoothing method, EP is computationally expensive for
online estimation.
Extension: The thesis proposes window-based EP smoothing such that iterative EP re-
finement can be used for online applications, which are modeled by dynamic systems
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with nonlinear and non-Gaussian likelihood. Window-based EP smoothing can be
viewed as a trade-off between batch EP smoothing and assumed density filtering. By
controlling the window length for window-based EP smoothing, we can easily govern
computational complexity.
Task: Random fields can be used for many applications, such as computer vision and sensor
networks. For random fields with cycles, it is expensive to compute exact marginal
distributions. How to efficiently approximate marginal distributions has become an
important research topic. One popular approach is belief propagation (BP) (Pearl,
1988; K. P. Murphy, 1999). From the EP perspective, BP uses factorized approxi-
mation structures. To extend BP, we can use tree-structured EP approximation to
capture long range correlations between variables. However, we need a clever data
structure to make the algorithm efficient. Otherwise, a straightforward implementa-
tion of globally structured EP approximation will lead to global message propagation
at each EP update, which is expensive both in computational time and memory size.
Extension: This thesis develops a new method that combines tree-structured EP approx-
imation with junction tree representation for inference on loopy graphical models.
With the combination, a local consistent junction tree is computed during updates,
and a global consistent junction tree is achieved only at the end of updates. Local
propagation enhances algorithmic efficiency both in time and memory.
Task: EP has been previously used for classification with Bayes point machine (BPM)
models (Minka, 2001). However, in many real-world classification problems the input
contains a large number of potentially irrelevant features, which can degenerate the
prediction performance of BPM classification.
Extension: The thesis proposes predictive automatic relevance determination (ARD), which
combines EP with ARD, for determining the relevance of input features, in order to
improve EP classification accuracy. ARD is one of the most successful Bayesian meth-
ods for feature selection and sparse learning. ARD finds the relevance of features by
optimizing the model marginal likelihood, also known as the evidence. The thesis
shows that this can lead to overfitting. To address this problem, predictive-ARD es-
timates the predictive performance of the classifier. While the actual leave-one-out
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predictive performance is generally very costly to compute, EP provides an estimate
of this predictive performance as a side-effect of its iterations. The thesis exploits this
property for feature selection as well as for data point selection in a sparse Bayesian
kernel classifier. Moreover, this thesis uses sequential optimization to avoid the com-
putation involving the full covariance matrix of parameters, increasing algorithmic
efficiency.
Task: Traditional classification methods often assume data are independent of each other,
while a lot of real-world data, such as sequences, images, or webs, have interdepen-
dent relations and complex structures. The thesis generalizes traditional Bayesian
classification and proposes Bayesian conditional random fields (BCRFs) for classify-
ing interdependent and structured data. BCRFs are a Bayesian approach to training
and inference with conditional random fields, which were previously trained by max-
imum likelihood (ML) and maximum a posteriori (MAP) approaches (Lafferty et al.,
2001). Unlike ML and MAP approaches, BCRFs estimate the posterior distribution
of the model parameters during training, and average the prediction over this poste-
rior during inference. This new approach avoids the problem of overfitting and offers
the full advantages of a Bayesian treatment. However, BCRF training is not an easy
task. The main difficulty of BCRF training comes from the partition function: it
is a complicated function and appears in the denominator of the likelihood. While
traditional EP and variational methods can not be directly applied, because of the
presence of partition functions, the power EP (PEP) method (Minka, 2004) can be
used for BCRF training. However, PEP can lead to convergence problems.
Extension: To solve the convergence problems, this thesis proposes transformed PEP to
incorporate partition functions in BCRF training. Moreover, for algorithmic stability
and accuracy, BCRFs flatten approximation structures to avoid two-level approx-
imations. Low-rank matrix operations are also explored to reduce computational
complexity.
1.3 Thesis overview
The succeeding chapters of this thesis are organized as follows. Chapter 2 presents the
new window-based EP smoothing algorithm, and compares it with sequential Monte Carlo
17
methods for wireless signal detection in flat-fading channels. Chapter 3 presents the new in-
ference method on loopy graphs that combines tree-structured EP approximations with the
junction tree representation. In Chapter 4, we propose predictive-ARD for feature selection
and sparse kernel learning with applications for gene expression classification. For classifying
relational data, Chapter 5 describes Bayesian conditional random fields (BCRFs), a novel
Bayesian approach for classifying interdependent and structured data, and applies BCRFs
to natural language processing and hand-drawn diagram recognition. Finally, Chapter 6
concludes the thesis and presents future work.
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Chapter 2
Extending EP for dynamic models
with nonlinear/non-Gaussian
likelihoods
2.1 Introduction
This chapter 1 first presents a batch EP smoothing algorithm on dynamic models with
nonlinear/non-Gaussian likelihoods. Then this chapter presents a window-based EP smooth-
ing algorithm, which extends batch EP smoothing for online applications. Finally, it com-
pares window-based EP smoothing with sequential Monte Carlo methods for wireless signal
detection in flat-fading channels.
2.2 Approximate inference on dynamic models with nonlinear/non-
Gaussian likelihoods
For discrete or linear Gaussian dynamic models, we have efficient and elegant inference al-
gorithms such as the forward-backward algorithm as well as Kalman filtering and smooth-
ing (Minka, 1998). However, we encounter in practice many dynamic models with contin-
uous state variables and nonlinear/non-Gaussian likelihoods. For these kinds of dynamic
models, more complicated approaches are needed to do the inference. Most of these ap-
'This chapter includes joint work with T.P. Minka (Qi & Minka, 2003).
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proaches can be categorized into two classes: deterministic approximation methods and
Monte Carlo methods.
As a popular deterministic approximation method, extended Kalman filtering and smooth-
ing (Maybeck, 1979; Welch & Bishop, 2002) linearizes the process and measurement equa-
tions by a Taylor expansion about the current state estimate. The noise variance in the
equations is not changed, i.e. the additional error due to linearization is not modeled.
After linearization, the classical Kalman filter and smoother are applied. Moreover, vari-
ational methods have been applied to dynamic models, where the "exclusive" KL diver-
gence KL(qI Ip) between the approximate posterior distribution q and the true posterior p is
minimized by a lower-bound maximization (Ghahramani & Beal, 2000). Assumed-density
filtering sequentially minimizes the "inclusive" KL divergence KL(pIlq) between the true
posterior p and the approximate posterior distribution q, and has achieved superior re-
sults over classical nonlinear filtering methods, e.g., extended Kalman filtering (Maybeck,
1979). For the difference between "inclusive" and "exclusive" KL minimization, we refer
the readers to Frey et al. (2000).
Monte Carlo methods can generally achieve more accurate inference results than deter-
ministic approximation methods, once having drawn a sufficiently large amount of samples.
Markov Chain Monte Carlo methods, including Gibbs sampling and Metropolis-Hastings,
have been applied to dynamic models to achieve accurate results (Cargnoni et al., 1997;
Tanizaki, 2000). Also, resampled sequential Monte Carlo, i.e., particle filtering and smooth-
ing has been used to explore the Markovian property of dynamic models for efficient infer-
ence (Doucet et al., 2001; Fong et al., 2001). Since the inference accuracy heavily depends on
the number of samples, Monte Carlo methods are generally much slower than deterministic
approximation methods.
As shown by Minka (2001) on a variety of problems, EP achieves more accurate inference
than variational methods and obtains more efficient inference than Monte Carlo methods.
These results motivated us to develop EP batch smoothing algorithm for dynamic systems
for a good trade-off between accuracy and efficiency.
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2.3 Signal detection problem
In this section, we consider a specific real-world application of dynamic systems, wireless
signal detection in fat-fading channels. A wireless communication system with a fading
channel can be modeled as (Chen et al., 2000)
Yt = Stat + Wt, t= O, 1,... (2.1)
where Yt, st, at and wt are the received signal, the transmitted symbol, the fading channel
coefficient, and the complex Gaussian noise JVc(O, (a2 ), respectively. The symbols {st} take
values from a finite alphabet A = {ai}l 1. The fading coefficients {at} can be modeled by
a complex autoregressive moving-average (ARMA) process as follows:
p p
at = E Oivt-i - E Oiat-i
i=O i=1
where = {t} and b = {t} are the ARMA coefficients, and t is the white complex
Gaussian noise with unit variance.
For simplicity, we consider only the uncoded case, where each at in A4 has an equal prior
probability. Define xt in terms of at, we can rewrite the wireless communication system as
a state-space model:
Xt = Fxt-1 + gtvt
Yt = sthHxt + wt
(2.2)
(2.3)
where
-X1 -02 -...
1 0 ...
F= 0 1 ...
: :
0 0 ...
h = [o, 01,..., p]H,
-Op
0
0
1
0
0
0
0 /
(1I
ol
= ~I
K
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and the dimension of x is d = p + 1. Note that H means hermitian transpose. We can
represent (2.2) and (2.3) by the following graphical model:
Figure 2-1: Graphical model for adaptive signal detection. The shaded nodes in the graph
are observed.
The signal detection problem can then be formulated as an inference problem in the
dynanlic system defined by (2.2) and (2.3). We address this problem using a Bayesian
approach. Specifically, for filtering, we update the posterior distribution p(St, XtIYI:t) based
on the observations from the beginning to the current time t, i.e., YI:t = [YI,"', Yt]. For
smoothing, we compute the posterior p( St, Xt IYI:T) based on the whole observation sequence,
i.e., YI:T = [YI, ... , YT], where T is the length of the observation sequence. Since smoothing
uses more information from the observations than filtering, smoothing generally achieves
more accurate estimation than filtering.
If a dynamic system is linear and has Gaussian noises, then we can use Kalman filtering
and smoothing to efficiently compute the posterior distribution p(St, XtIYI:T). Otherwise,
we need to resort to other advanced techniques to approximate the posterior. Instead
of using the sequential Monte Carlo method (Chen et al., 2000; Wang et al., 2002), we
utilize expectation propagation to efficiently approximate the posterior p(St, XtIYI:t+L-I)
for smoothing.
2.4 Smoothing for hybrid dynamic models
In this section, we develop the expectation propagation algorithm for the hybrid dynamic
system defined by (2.2) and (2.3). Expectation propagation exploits the fact that the
likelihood is a product of simple terms. If we approximate each of these terms well, we
can get a good approximation to the posterior. Expectation propagation chooses each
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approximation such that the posterior using the term exactly and the posterior using the
term approximately are close in KL-divergence. This gives a system of coupled equations
for the approximations which are iterated to reach a fixed-point.
Specifically, the exact posterior distribution is proportional to a product of observation
densities and transition densities as follows:
o(St, Xt) = p(ytlst, xt) (2.4)
gt(st, xt, St+l, xt+1) = p(st+l, Xt+i 1St, xt) (2.5)
= p(xt+l xt)p(st+l) (2.6)
P(S1:T, Xl:TlYl:T) OC p(s1, Xl)O(Sl, Xl).
T
* gt-l(St-l,Xt-l,St, Xt)o(st, Xt) (2.7)
i=1
Equation (2.6) holds because each st is independent of the others at different times in the
dynamic model.
Then we approximate the posterior by the product of the independent terms:
T
P(S1:T,X1:TIY1YT) H q(si,xi) (2.8)
i=l
where q(si, xi) can be interpreted as the approximation of the state posterior, i.e., the state
belief. We give more details on how to approximate state belief later.
Correspondingly, the terms o(St, xt) and gt(st, xt, st+ , xt+ 1) in (2.7) are approximated
by 5(st,xt) and jt(st,Xt,st+lxt+l). To decouple the states in (2.7), we set
xt(St, t, St+l, xt+l) = §t(St, Xt)gt(St+, Xt+l).
We can interpret these approximation terms as messages that propagate in the dynamic
system: (st, xt) is an observation message from t to (st, xt), t(st+,Xt+l) a forward
message from (t, xt) to (st+l, xt+l), and t(st, xt) a backward message from (t+l, xt+1) to
(st, xt). These messages are illustrated in the following:
After all of these approximations are made, each approximate state posterior q(st, Xt)
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Forward Message
-----+
Backward Message
.-----
-- -+
Observation Message
Figure 2-2: Messages obtained from EP approximations in a dynamic model
is a product of three messages:
= (forward) (0bservation) (backward)
In the following sections, we describe how to compute and incorporate these messages.
2.4.1 Moment matching and observation message update
First, consider how to update the state belief q(St, Xt) using the observation data and,
correspondingly, how to generate the observation message .
Denote by q\O(St, Xt) the belief of the state (St, Xt) before incorporating the observation
message. For simplicity, we assume St and Xt are both statistically independent and in the
exponential family, so that
q\O(St,Xt) = q\O(St)q\O(Xt)
\O() D' t (\0 \0 \0 )q St f"V Iscre e Pt,1' Pt,2 ... ,Pt,M
q\O(Xt) f"V Nc(m;O, ~\O)
where pi,~ is shorthand of q\O(St = ai)'
Given q\O(sdq\O(Xt) and o(St, Xt), we can obtain the posterior q(St, Xt):
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(2.9)
Define Z = Ltxt °(St, xt)q\ ° (st, xt). Then it follows that
Z = E q\°(st) JA'c(YtsthHxt, a2)Ar(xtlm\O, v\o)dxt
st 
= 1 q\o(st)A(ytImyt, Vyt) (2.10)
St EA
where
myt = sthHm\ °, (2.11)
V t = sthV\Ohst H + or2 (2.12)
and Ac(-Im\ °, Vt\°) is the probability density function of a complex Gaussian with mean of
m t\ and variance of V\
However, we cannot keep (St, Xt) as the new belief of (st, xt) for message propagation.
The reason is that (St, Xt) is not in the exponential family and, therefore, we cannot keep
updating the state belief in the dynamic model analytically and efficiently. To solve this
problem, we project (st, xt) into an approximate distribution q(st, Xt) in the exponential
family:
q(st, xt) = q(xt)q(st) (2.13)
q(xt) Kf(mt, Vt) (2.14)
q(st) Discrete(pt,l,pt,2, ... ,Pt,M) (2.15)
The projection criterion is to minimize the KL divergence between q and q, KL(qllq).
This step is the same as assumed-density filtering (Kushner & Budhiraja, 2000; Boyen &
Koller, 1998).
For this minimization, we match the moments between q and q:
\o~, a Hm\ VtPt\id¥ Ytlaih t ,Pti = pt(taihHmo yt) (2.16)
Z
mt = ESea q\°(st)A(ytlmyt Vyt)mxtlyt (2.17)
= -mtm +
Vt = V tmH
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+ E q\°(st)A(Ytmyt, Vyt)mxtlytmxtlyt/Z (2.18)
St EA
where
' HM\o
mxtlyt = mt + Kst (yt -staHm ) (2.19)
VtIy, = Vt \°- K8 ,sthHVt \ ° (2.20)
Kst = Vt\ hs HVy1 (2.21)
Then we compute the observation message as follows:
5(st,xt) = Z q\(St xt) (2.22)q\O(st, xt)
It follows that
a(St, Xt) = (xt)a(st) (2.23)
5(xt) Aj(t, At) (2.24)
5(st) - Discrete(rt,1, rt,2, ... , rt,M) (2.25)
where
i t = AtVt 1 mt - At(Vt\°)-1m° (2.26)
At = (Vt- - (Vt\))1 ) (2.27)
Note that the observation message is not necessarily a valid probability distribution. For
example, At may not be positive definite, or some of its elements may even go to infinity.
To avoid numerical problems, we transform At and At to the natural parameterization of
the exponential family:
At = At-1t = Vt-1mt- (Vt\° ) -mt\o (2.28)
At = A= Vt- 1 - (V\O)-1 (2.29)
Ptrt j= Pt-W for j = 1,...,M (2.30)
Ptj
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Since At is often near singular, inverting At loses numerical accuracy. Using the natural
parameters, we keep accuracy by avoiding to invert At.
2.4.2 Incorporating forward, observation, and backward messages
In this section, we describe how to incorporate the messages to update q(st, xt). Because
each st is independent of the others at different times, we consider only the belief update
for xt when incorporating forward and backward messages. Since all the marginal messages
and belief which are related to xt are Gaussians, we can efficiently update them.
1. Compute and incorporate the forward message §t-1(xt). Set q\'(xt) = gt-l(xt) such
that
mt\- = Fmt-1 (2.31)
vt\ = FVt_1FH + ggH. (2.32)
m0 and Vo are chosen as the prior. Also, set Pt = Vt\ °, which will be used later when
incorporating the backward message.
2. Incorporate the observation message 5(st, xt). In the previous section, we compute
5(st,xt) based on the update of q(st,xt). On the other hand, given 5(st,xt) and
q\(xt), we can update q(st, xt) by rewriting (2.28) to (2.30) as follows:
mt = Vt(t + (Vt\°)-lm\°) (2.33)
Vt = (P -1 + At)-1 (2.34)
Pt,j = rt,jPtj (2.35)
3. Incorporate the backward message §t(xt). Without explicitly computing the backward
message gt(Xt), we can directly incorporate §t(xt) into q(xt) as Kalman smoothing:
Jt = V \ bF H p - 1 (2.36)
mt = m\b + Jt(mt+1 - Fm\b) (2.37)
Vt = Vt\b + Jt(Vt+J - F(Vt\b)H) (2.38)
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where (mtb, Vt\b) and (mt, Vt) are the means and variances of the state belief before
and after incorporating the backward message, respectively.
2.4.3 Algorithm summary
Given the knowledge of how to incorporate different messages, we are ready to construct
the whole expectation propagation algorithm by establishing the iteration mechanism.
1. Initialize the parameters Pt,j, mo0 , Vo, pt, At.
2. Then loop t = 1 T:
(a) Set q\O(xt) to the forward message from xt-1 via (2.31) and (2.32).
(b) Update q(st, Xt) to match the moments of O(St, xt)q\°(st, Xt) via (2.16) to (2.18).
(c) Compute 5(st, xt) oc q(st, xt)/q\o(st, xt) via (2.28) to (2.30).
3. Loop by increasing i until i equals n, or the convergence has been achieved:
(a) Loop t = 1,..., T (Skip on the first iteration)
i. Set q\o(xt) to the forward message from Xt-1 via (2.31) and (2.32).
ii. Set q(st, Xt) to the product (st, xt)q\°(st, xt) via (2.33) to (2.35).
(b) Loop t T,...,1
i. Set m\ b = mt and V Vt int 
ii. Update q(st,xt) by incorporating the backward message via (2.36) to (2.38)
when t < T.
iii. Update q(st, Xt) and (St, xt) as follows:
A. Delete the current observation message from q(st, xt). This is an im-
portant step, in order to avoid double-counting the observation message
O(St, Xt):
q\°(st, xt) oc q(st, t)/O(st, t)
Then it follows that
m\o= t\O(V t- mt -t), (2.39)
Vt\ ° - (Vt1 - At) -1 , (2.40)
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Ptj = Ptj /rtj (2.41)
B. Update q(st,xt) to match the moments of o(st,xt)q\(st,xt) via (2.16)
to (2.18).
C. Compute via (2.28) to (2.30) (St,xt) x q(st, t)/q\°(St, t).
Note that for dynamic systems with nonlinear and non-Gaussian likelihoods different
from the signal detection problem, the only thing we need to modify in the above description
is the moment matching step, defined by (2.16) to (2.18). Based on a different likelihood, we
will have a different moment matching step. When exact moments are difficult to compute,
we can use Taylor expansions, unscented Kalman filtering (Wan et al., 2000), Monte Carlo,
or quadrature methods to approximate the moment matching step.
Moreover, we want to highlight the difference between EP smoothing and traditional
smoothing methods. For a linear Gaussian dynamic model or a discrete dynamic model,
we will obtain the exact posterior of any state given the whole observation sequence after
propagating all the forward, observation, and backward messages once. In other words,
we need only one forward pass and one backward pass of the observation sequence. For a
dynamic system with nonlinear and non-Gaussian likelihoods, extended Kalman smooth-
ing, a traditional technique, linearizes the observation likelihood and then applies classical
Kalman filtering and smoothing with only one forward pass and one backward pass. As
described above, unlike the traditional techniques, EP smoothing will iterate the forward
and backward passes until convergence. This iteration enables the refinement of observation
approximnations, which in turn leads to better approximation of the posterior distributions.
2.5 Window-based EP smoothing
For many real-world applications, including the signal detection problem, we need online
processing of the data. This need cannot currently be satisfied by batch EP smoothing,
which uses the entire observation sequence and therefore is computationally expensive.
To address this problem, we propose window-based EP smoothing as an alternative to
batch EP smoothing. Window-based EP smoothing finds a trade-off between assumed-
density filtering and batch EP smoothing. Instead of smoothing over the entire observation
sequence, we use a sliding window with length L to approximate the posterior p(st, xt Yl:t+6)
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based on the observations Yl:t+ = [y,, . Yt+6], where controls the delay for online esti-
mation. Specifically, we first run ADF filtering from time t to t + 6, perform EP smoothing
from t + to t + - L, and then run ADF filtering from t + 6 - L to t + . We iterate
the filtering and smoothing in the sliding window until a fixed number of iterations or the
convergence has achieved. Essentially, window-based EP smoothing is a rescheduling of EP
update orders for the online-estimation purpose. The difference between ADF, batch EP,
and window-based EP is illustrated in Figure 2-3.
ADF
Batch-EP
Window-
based EP
-- - - - - - - -- - - - - - - -- - - -
--- - - - -- _______ 
l~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
I >1~~~
A________________
1 t t+8 T
Figure 2-3: Illustration of ADF, batch EP, and window-based EP. ADF sequentially pro-
cesses the observation sequence to the current time t; batch EP smoothing uses the entire
observation sequence from the beginning at time 1 to the end at time T; window-based EP
uses the previous approximate posterior at time t as a prior distribution for filtering and
performs smoothing in a sliding window with length L.
2.6 Computational complexity
In this section, we compare the efficiency of window-based EP smoothing with sequential
Monte Carlo methods. For window-based EP smoothing, the total computation time of
incorporating the forward and observation messages via (2.31) to (2.35) is O(d2) (d is the
dimension of xt), same as the cost of one-step Kalman filtering; incorporating the backward
message via (2.36) to (2.38) takes O(d2) as Kalman smoothing; and finally updating q(st, Xt)
and 5(st, Xt) in step 3(b)iii costs O(Md 2), M times as the cost of Kalman filtering, where M
is the size of alphabet for symbols. Furthermore, since in general the estimation accuracy is
not increasing after a few propagation iterations, the needed number of EP iterations n is
small. In our experiments, we set n = 5. In sum, given the length of the smoothing window
L, the size of alphabet for symbols M, and the number of EP iterations n, the computation
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takes O(nMLd 2), same as nML times the cost of one-step Kalman filtering and smoothing.
In contrast, if we use m samples in a stochastic mixture of Kalman filters, also known
as Rao-blackwellised particle smoothers, it takes O(mMd 2 ) for a one-step update, and
O(mMLd 2) for L step smoothing, which is mML times the cost of one-step Kalman filtering
and smoothing (Chen et al., 2000). Another version of efficient particle smoothers (Fong
et al., 2001), which is applied to audio processing, takes O(mkMLd 2 ) where m and k are
the numbers of forward and backward samples. To achieve accurate estimation, sequential
Monte Carlo methods generally need a large number of samples, such that both m and k
take large values.
Clearly, the computational cost of sequential Monte Carlo methods either explodes ex-
ponentially with the length of the sliding window, or increases at a rate proportional to the
product of the number of forward and backward samples, while the cost of window-based
EP smoothing increases only linearly with the window length.
2.7 Experimental results on wireless signal detection
First, we apply the proposed window-based EP smoothing algorithm to the signal detection
problem. The flat-fading channels are defined in (2.2) and(2.3), and the proposed algorithm
decodes the symbols st as
st = {ai largmax{IPt,i}}. (2.42)
where Pt,i is obtained after the convergence of the expectation propagation algorithm.
We demonstrate the high performance of the window-based EP receiver in a flat-fading
channel with different signal noise ratios. We model the fading coefficients {at} by the fol-
lowing ARMA(3,3) model, as in (Chen et al., 2000): ' = [-2.37409 1.92936 -0.53208],
e = 0.01 x [0.89409 2.68227 2.68227 0.89409], t r Kc(0, 1). With these parameters,
we have Var{at} = 1. BPSK modulation is employed; that is, st E {1,-1}. In addition,
differential encoding and decoding are employed to resolve the phase ambiguity.
We test the window-based EP receiver with different window lengths L = 1,2,4, with
0,1,3 overlap points, respectively. In other words, the estimation time delay 6 equals 0,1,and
3, respectively. Moreover, we run the batch EP receiver with smoothing over the entire data
sequence.
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For comparison, we test a genie-aided lower bound and a differential detector. For the
genie-aided detection, an additional observation is provided, which is another transmitted
signal where the symbol is always 1, i.e., Yt = at + Wt. The receiver employs a Kalman
filter to estimate the posterior mean nt of the fading process, based on the new observation
sequence {yd. The symbols are then demodulated according to St = sign(R{ ntyd) where
* means conjugate. By obtaining the extra information from the genie, this detector is
expected to achieve accurate detection results. For the differential detection, no attempt is
made for channel estimation. It simply detects the phase difference between two consecutive
observations Yt-l and Yt: St = sign(R{zlt *Yt- d).
'-IVerun these detectors on 50,000 received signals multiple times. Each time, we ran-
domly synthesize a new symbol sequence and a new observation sequence according to
(2.2) and (2.3). The signal-noise ratio (SNR), defined as 10 log10 (Var{ad jVar{ wd) , in-
creases each time. The bit-error rate (BER) performance of different detectors versus SNR
is plotted in Figure 2-4.
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Figure 2-4: BER demodulation performance of the EP receiver with different smoothing
parameters, the genie-aided detector, and the differential detector in a fading channel with
.. /BER(1-BER)complex Gaussian noises. The UIllt error bars, defined as V T ' are also shown
in the figure.
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As shown in the figure, the window-based EP receiver clearly outperforms the concurrent
detector and the differential detector. The new receiver does not have the error floor, while
the differential detector does. With a delay 6 = 2, the performance of the window-based EP
receiver is almost as good as that of the batch EP receiver, which performs smoothing over
each entire data sequence, while the window-based EP receiver is more efficient and results
in much shorter estimation delay than the batch EP receiver. Moreover, the performance
of the window-based EP receiver with a delay = 3 is close to the genie-aided detector.
Compared with the results obtained by Chen et al. (2000), the performance of the
window-based EP receiver is comparable to that of a sequential Monte Carlo receiver.
However, the EP receiver is much more efficient. Chen et al. (2000) use 50 samples in
their sequential Monte Carlo receiver. With window length of 3, the window-based EP
receiver is 13.33 times faster (50 23/(5 2 3) = 13.33) than the sequential Monte Carlo
receiver. Furthermore, the cost of the new receiver increases linearly with the window
length, while the cost of the sequential Monte Carlo receiver explodes exponentially. For
example, when the window length increases to 5, the new receiver becomes 32 times faster
(50 25/(5 2 5) = 32) than the sequential Monte Carlo receiver.
2.8 Discussion
This chapter has presented a window-based EP smoothing algorithm for online estimation.
window-based EP smoothing achieves a trade-off between assumed density filtering and
batch EP smoothing in terms of accuracy and efficiency.
For adaptive signal detection in fading channels, the window-based EP receiver signif-
icantly outperformed both the classical differential detector and the concurrent adaptive
Bayesian receiver, which is based on ADF, under different signal-noise ratios. Moreover,
the window-based EP receiver performs comparably to the batch EP receiver. However,
the batch EP receiver uses the entire data sequence for smoothing and therefore leads to
more estimation delay and larger computational cost. The performance of the window-
based EP receiver is also close to the genie-aided detection, a performance upper bound.
This performance similarity demonstrates the high quality of the window-based EP receiver.
Compared to the sequential Monte Carlo receiver, the window-based EP receiver obtains
the comparable estimation accuracy with less than one-tenth computational complexity. In
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short, for the signal detection problem, window-based EP improves the estimation accuracy
over ADF, enhances the efficiency over batch EP without sacrificing accuracy, and achieves
comparable accuracy as the sequential Monte Carlo methods with much lower cost.
The window-based EP receiver can be used for many online estimation problems, such as
object tracking in computer vision and iterative decoding in wireless digital communications.
The EP receiver for wireless signal detection is just one example.
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Chapter 3
Combining structured
approximations with junction tree
representation
3.1 Introduction
The previous section deals with dynamic graphical models, which are used to model sequen-
tial data. For data with more complicated structures, we need to consider more general
graphical models, which may contain loops. For example, we may model a common sense
database by a loopy graphical model, which compactly encodes the probabilistic statements
in the database. Given such a probabilistic graphical model, we could answer a query to
the common sense database by inferring the states of the graphical nodes associated with
the query. Another example is sensor networks, where each sensor can be modeled by a
node in a loopy graph. We can propagate probabilistic information in this loopy graph, in
order to obtain consistent global knowledge of the environment from the distributed sen-
sory information. Mathematically, a key problem is to estimate the marginal distributions
of the variables indexed by the nodes in a loopy graph. For instance, consider the following
toy problem. Given a grid in Figure 3-1 and its parameters, which specify the connection
strength between different nodes, we want to estimate the marginal probability distributions
p(xi), i = 1.., )16.
'This chapter includes joint work with T.P. Minka (Minka & Qi, 2003).
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Figure 3-1: Example of loopy graph: grid
3.2 Approximate inference on loopy graphs
An important problem in deterministic approximate inference on loopy graphs is im-
proving the performance of belief propagation (K. P. Murphy, 1999). Empirical studies have
shown that belief propagation (BP) tends not to converge on graphs with strong positive
and negative correlations (Welling & Teh, 2001). One approach that has been pursued in
the literature is to force the convergence of BP in these cases, by appealing to a free-energy
interpretation (Welling & Teh, 2001; Teh & Welling, 2001; Yuille, 2002). Unfortunately,
this doesn't really solve the problem because it dramatically increases the computational
cost and doesn't necessarily lead to good results on these graphs (Welling & Teh, 2001).
The expectation propagation (EP) framework (Minka, 2001) gives another interpretation
of BP, as an algorithm which approximates multi-variable factors by single-variable factors
(f(x1, X2) - fI(x1)f 2(x 2)). This explanation suggests that it is BP's target approximation
which is to blame, not the particular iterative scheme it uses. Factors which encode strong
correlations obviously cannot be well approximated in this way. The connection between
failure to converge and poor approximation holds true for EP algorithms in general, as
shown by Minka (2001) and Heskes and Zoeter (2002).
Working from the free-energy interpretation of BP, Yedidia et al. (2000) have suggested
an extension involving the Kikuchi free-energy. The resulting algorithm resembles BP on a
graph of node clusters, where again multi-variable factors are decomposed into independent
parts (f(xl, x2, x3) - fAl (xl)f 23 (x2, x3)). This approach should work well for networks with
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short-range correlations, such as grids. However, Kappen and Wiegerinck (2001) have shown
that the Kikuchi method may give worse results than ordinary BP on densely connected
graphs, and fixed-point Kikuchi iteration may fail to converge in cases where BP does
converge.
On the other hand, Ghahramani and Jordan (1997) showed that tree structured ap-
proximations could improve the accuracy of variational bounds. Such bounds are tuned to
minimize the 'exclusive' KL-divergence KL(q[Ip), where q is the approximation. Frey et al.
(2000) criticized this error measure and described an alternative method for minimizing
the 'inclusive' divergence KL(pllq). Their method, which sequentially projects graph po-
tentials onto a tree structure, is closely related to expectation propagation. However, their
method is not iterative and is therefore sensitive to the order in which the potentials are
sequenced. Furthermore, Wainwright et al. (2001) and Wainwright et al. (2002) used tree
structures on general graphical models. In the first paper, a "message-free" version of BP
was derived, which used multiple tree structures to propagate evidence. The results it gives
are nevertheless the same as BP. In the second paper, tree structures were used to obtain
an upper bound on the normalizing constant of a Markov network. The trees produced by
that method do not necessarily approximate the original distribution as a whole.
3.3 Combining tree-structured EP with junction tree algo-
rithm
This section combines tree-structured EP approximation (Minka, 2001) with the junction
tree algorithm (Madsen & Jensen, 1998). By using tree-structured approximation, this
new approach is an extension of belief propagation, which has independent variable ap-
proximation. However, using a tree-structured approximation requires that every edge in
a graph sends messages to all the other edges in a traditional EP algorithm. This require-
ment increases the computational cost dramatically. Therefore, we use the junction tree
representation, which enables us to propagate messages in local regions to save cost.
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p q junction tree of q
Figure 3-2: Approximating a complete graph p by a tree q. The junction tree of q is used
to organize computations.
3.3.1 Using junction tree representation
Denote the original joint distribution by p(x), written as a product of factors:
p(x) = fi(x) (3.1)
i
For example, if p(x) is a Bayesian network or Markov network, the factors are conditional
probability distributions or potentials which each depend on a small subset of the variables
in x.
The target joint approximation q(x) will have pairwise factors along a tree T:
q(x) = H(jk)eT q(xj, Xk) (3.2)
HseS q(x 8)
In this notation, q(xs) is the marginal distribution for variable xs and q(xj,xk) is the
marginal distribution for the two variables xj and Xk. These are going to be stored as
multidimensional tables. The division is necessary to cancel overcounting in the numerator.
A useful way to organize these divisions is to construct a junction tree connecting the cliques
(j, k) E T (Madsen & Jensen, 1998). This tree has a different structure than T-the nodes
in the junction tree represent cliques in T, and the edges in the junction tree represent
variables which are shared between cliques. These separator variables S in the junction tree
are exactly the variables that go in the denominator of (3.2). Note that the same variable
could be a separator more than once, so technically S is a multiset.
Figure 3-2 shows an example of how this all works. We want to approximate the dis-
tribution p(x), which has a complete graph, by q(x), whose graph is a spanning tree. The
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marginal representation of q can be directly read off of the junction tree:
q(x) = q(xl,x4)q(x2, x4)q(x3, X4) (3.3)
q(x4)q(x4)
3.3.2 EP updates
The algorithm iteratively tunes q(x) so that it matches p(x) as closely as possible. Specifi-
cally, q tries to preserve the marginals and pairwise marginals of p:
q(xj) p(xj) (3.4)
q(xj,xk) p(xj,xk) (j,k) E T (3.5)
Expectation propagation is a general framework for approximating distributions of the
form (3.1) by approximating the factors one by one. The final approximation q is then the
product of the approximate factors. The functional form of the approximate factors is deter-
mined by considering the ratio of two different q's. In our case, this leads to approximations
of the form
fi (x) fi(x) - H(j,k)ET fi(x3 , Xk) (3.6)
HseS fi(x 8 )
A product of such factors gives a distribution of the desired form (3.2). Note that f i (xj, xk)
is not a proper marginal distribution, but just a non-negative function of two variables.
The algorithm starts by initializing the clique and separator potentials on the junction
tree to 1. If a factor in p only depends on one variable, or variables which are adjacent
in T, then its approximation is trivial. It can be multiplied into the corresponding clique
potential right away and removed from further consideration. The remaining factors in p,
the off-tree factors, have their approximations fi initialized to 1.
To illustrate, consider the graph of Figure 3-2. Suppose all the potentials in p are
pairwise, one for each edge. The edges {(1,4), (2,4), (3, 4)} are absorbed directly into q.
The off-tree edges are {(1, 2), (1,3), (2, 3)}.
The algorithm then iteratively passes through the off-tree factors in p, performing the
following three steps until all fi converge:
loop i = 1,...,M:
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(a) Deletion. Remove fi from q to get an 'old' approximation q\i:
q\i( X k) = q(xjxk) (j,k) E T (3.7)
fi(xj, Xk)
q\i(xs) = q(xs) s E S (3.8)
Ai (Xs)
(b) Incorporate evidence. Project the product of fi(x), considered as 'evidence', and
q\i into the junction tree by cutset conditioning (details in Section C, below). Propagate
the evidence throughout the junction tree to obtain new clique marginals q(xj,xk) and
separators q(xs).
(c) Update. Reestimate fi by division:
fi(xj, Xk) = q\i(xj,xk) (j,k) E T (3.9)
q(xs)fi(Xs) = q\i(x) s E S (3.10)
3.3.3 Incorporating evidence by cutset conditioning
The purpose of the "incorporate evidence" step is to find a distribution q whose marginals
match those of the product fi(x)q \ i. By definition, fi depends on a set of variables which
are not adjacent in T, so the graph structure corresponding to fi(x)q\i(x) is not a tree,
but has one or more loops. One approach is to apply a generic exact inference algorithm
to fi(x)q\i(x) to obtain the desired marginals, e.g. construct a new junction tree in which
fi(x) is a clique and propagate evidence in this tree. But this does not exploit the fact that
we already have a junction tree for q\i on which we can perform efficient inference.
Instead we use a more efficient approach-Pearl's cutset conditioning algorithm-to
incorporate the evidence. Suppose fi(x) depends on a set of variables V. The domain of
fi(x) is the set of all possible assignments to V. Find the clique (j, k) E T which has the
largest overlap with this domain-call this the root clique. Then enumerate the rest of the
domain V\(xj, xk). For each possible assignment to these variables, enter it as evidence in
q's junction tree and propagate to get marginals and an overall scale factor (which is the
probability of that assignment). When the variables V\(xj, xk) are fixed, entering evidence
simply reduces to zeroing out conflicting entries in the junction tree, and multiplying the
root clique (j, k) by fi(x). After propagating evidence multiple times, average the results
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together according to their scale factors, to get the final marginals and separators of q.
Continuing the example of Figure 3-2, suppose we want to process edge (1,2), whose
factor is f (xl, x2). When added to q, this creates a loop. We cut the loop by conditioning
on the variable with smallest range.Suppose x1 is binary, so we condition on it. The other
clique, (2,4), becomes the root. In one case, the evidence is (1 = 0, fl(0, x2)) and in the
other it is (i = 1, f (1, x2)). Propagating evidence for both cases and averaging the results
gives the new junction tree potentials.
Because it is an expectation-propagation algorithm, we know that a fixed point always
exists, but we may not always find one. In these cases, the algorithm could be stabilized by
a stepsize or double-loop iteration.
3.3.4 Local propagation
Another important optimization is proposed, by noting that evidence does not need to be
propagated to the whole junction tree. In particular, it needs to be propagated only within
the subtree that connects the nodes in V. Evidence propagated to the rest of the tree will
be exactly canceled by the separators, so even though the potentials may change, the ratios
in (3.2) will not. For example, when we process edge (1,2) in Figure 3-2, there is no need
to propagate evidence to clique (3,4), because when we divide q(x3, X4) by the separator
q(x4), we have q(x3lx4), which is the same before and after the evidence.
Specifically, the algorithm incorporates each off-tree edge, i.e., evidence, as follows:
1. Find the subtree that is directly connected with the off-tree edge.
2. Incorporate the off-tree edge only into the subtree by the cutset conditioning method,
instead of into the entire junction tree as described in Section 3.3.2. In other words,
we update only clique marginals q(xj, Xk) and separators q(xs) in this subtree. Conse-
quently, instead of computing the messages from this off-tree edge to the entire graph,
as shown in (3.9) and (3.10), we only need to compute the messages in this subtree.
3. Find the (approximate) shortest path from the current subtree to the subtree con-
nected with the off-tree edge to be processed next.
4. Pass evidence along this path using the junction tree algorithm.
5. Loop over all the off-tree edges.
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(a) (b)
Figure 3-3: Global propagation for tree-structured EP approximation when incorporating
the off-tree edge {3,4} or {5,7} in (a) and (b), respectively. The messages, indicated by
directed bold line segments, are sent to the whole tree from the edge {3, 4} or {6, 7}. In
this junction tree representation, we ignore the separators without causing confusion.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 3-4: Local propagation for tree-structured EP approximation: (a) incorporating the
off-tree edge {3,4}j (b) propagating information between subtreesj (c) incorporating the
off-tree edge {6,7}. The messages are sent only to the subtree that is directly connected
to the off-tree edge being processed. This local propagation scheme reduces computational
cost and saves memory.
Figures 3-3 and 3-4 illustrate the difference between global and local propagations. To
incorporate edge {3, 4}, the global propagation scheme sends messages to the entire tree,
while the local propagation scheme sends messages only to the cliques {I, 4}, {I, 2}, and
{1,3} in the subtree. The local propagation scheme then propagates evidence from this
subtree to the subtree connected to the next off-tree edge {5,7}, by performing junction-
tree updates from clique {1,3} to {3,5}. Similarly, we can incorporate the off-tree edge
{6, 7}. Even in this simple graph, local propagation runs roughly twice as fast as global
propagation, and uses about half the memory to store messages. On larger graphs used in
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the experiment section, the improvement is also greater.
As demonstrated in this example, we can interpret the algorithm based on local propaga-
tion as a combination of the junction tree algorithm with EP: on the one hand, the algorithm
performs traditional junction-tree propagation, and on the other hand, it projects off-tree
edges into subtrees by the cutset conditioning method. Clearly, when we do not have any
off-tree edge, this algorithm reduces exactly to the junction tree algorithm.
3.4 Choosing the tree structure
This section describes a simple method to choose the tree structure. It leaves open the
problem of finding the 'optimal' approximation structure; instead, it presents a simple rule
which works reasonably well in practice.
Intuitively, we want edges between the variables which are the most correlated. The
approach is based on Chow and Liu (1968): estimate the mutual information between
adjacent nodes in p's graph, call this the 'weight' of the edge between them, and then
find the spanning tree with maximal total weight. The mutual information between nodes
requires an estimate of their joint distribution. In our implementation, this is obtained from
the product of factors involving only these two nodes, i.e. the single-node potentials times
the edge between them. While crude, it does capture the amount of correlation provided
by the edge, and thus whether we should have it in the approximation.
3.5 Numerical results
This section compares the new algorithm with different alternatives, including belief prop-
agation, generalized belief propagation, and structured and naive mean fields, for inference
on loopy graphs.
3.5.1 The four-node network
This section illustrates the algorithm on a concrete problem, comparing it to other methods
for approximate inference. The network and approximation will be the ones pictured in
Figure 3-2, with all nodes binary. The potentials were chosen randomly and can be obtained
from the authors' website.
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Method FLOPS E[xl] E[x2] E[x3] E[x4] Error
Exact 200 0.474 0.468 0.482 0.536 0
TreeEP 800 0.467 0.459 0.477 0.535 0.008
GBP 2200 0.467 0.459 0.477 0.535 0.008
TreeVB 11700 0.460 0.460 0.476 0.540 0.014
BP 500 0.499 0.499 0.5 0.501 0.035
MF 11500 0.000 0.000 0.094 0.946 0.474
Table 3.1: Node means estimated by various methods (TreeEP = the proposed method,
BP = loopy belief propagation, GBP = generalized belief propagation on triangles, MF =
mean-field, TreeVB = variational tree). FLOPS are rounded to the nearest hundred.
Five approximate inference methods were compared. The proposed method (TreeEP)
used the tree structure specified in Figure 3-2. Mean-field (MF) fit a variational bound
with independent variables, and TreeVB fit a tree-structured variational bound, with the
same structure as TreeEP. TreeVB was implemented using the general method described
by Wiegerinck (2000), with the same junction tree optimizations as in TreeEP.
Generalized belief propagation (GBP) was implemented using the parent-child algorithm
of Yedidia et al. (2002) (with special attention to the damping described in section 8). We
also used GBP to perform ordinary loopy belief propagation (BP). Our implementation
tries to be efficient in terms of FLOPS, but we do not know if it is the fastest possible.
GBP and BP were first run using stepsize 0.5, and if didn't converge, halved it and started
over. The time for these 'trial runs' was not counted.
The algorithms were all implemented in Matlab using Kevin Murphy's BNT toolbox
(Murphy, 2001). Computational cost was measured by the number of floating-point oper-
ations (FLOPS). Because the algorithms are iterative and can be stopped at any time to
get a result, we used a "5% rule" to determine FLOPS. The algorithm was run for a large
number of iterations, and the error at each iteration was computed. At each iteration, we
then get an error bound, which is the maximum error from that iteration onwards. The first
iteration whose error bound is within 5% of the final error is chosen for the official FLOP
count. (The official error is still the final error.)
The results are shown in Table 3.1. TreeEP is more accurate than BP, with less cost
than TreeVB and GBP. GBP was run with clusters {(1,2,4), (1,3,4), (2,3, 4)}. This gives
the same result as TreeEP, because these clusters are exactly the off-tree loops.
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Figure 3-5: (a) Error in the estimated means for complete graphs with randomly chosen
potentials. Each point is an average over 10 potentials. (b) Average FLOPS for the results
in (a).
3.5.2 Complete graphs
The next experiment tests the algorithms on complete graphs of varying size. The graphs
have random single-node and pairwise potentials, of the form fi(xj) = [exp(Oj)exp(-Oj)]
[
exp(Wjk) exp( -Wjk) ]
and fi(xj, Xk) = . The "external fields" OJ were drawn indepen-
exp( -Wjk) exp(Wjk)
dently from a Gaussian with mean 0 and standard deviation 1. The "couplings" Wjk were
drawn independently from a Gaussian with mean 0 and standard deviation 3/ In=l,where
n is the number of nodes. Each node has n - 1 neighbors, so this tries to keep the overall
coupling level constant.
Figure 3-5(a) shows the approximation error as n increases. For each n, 10 different
potentials were drawn, giving 110 networks in all. For each one, the maximum absolute
difference between the estimated means and exact means was computed. These errors are
averaged over potentials and shown separately for each graph size. TreeEP and TreeVB
always used the same structure, picked according to section 3.4. TreeEP outperforms BP
consistently, but TreeVB does not.
For this type of graph, we found that GBP works well with clusters in a 'star' pattern,
i.e. the clusters are {(I, 2,3), (1,3,4), (1,4,5), ... , (1, n, 2)}. Node '1' is the center of the star,
and was chosen to be the node with highest average coupling to its neighbors. As shown in
Figure 3-5(a), this works much better than using all triples of nodes, as done by Kappen
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Figure 3-6: (a) Error in the estimated means for grid graphs with randomly chosen poten-
tials. Each point is an average over 10 potentials. (b) Average FLOPS for the results in
(a).
and Wiegerinck (2001). Note that if TreeEP is given a similar 'star' structure, the results
are the same as GBP. This is because the GBP clusters coincide with the off-tree loops. In
general, if the off-tree loops are triangles, then GBP on those triangles will give identical
results.
Figure 3-5(b) shows the cost as n increases. TreeEP and TreeVB scale the best, with
TreeEP being the fastest method on large graphs.
3.5.3 Grids
The next experiment tests the algorithms on square grids of varying size. The external
fields OJ were drawn as before, and the couplings Wjk had standard deviation 1. The GBP
clusters were overlapping squares, as in Yedidia et al. (2000).
Figure 3-6(a) shows the approximation error as n increases, with results averaged over 10
trials as in the previous section. TreeVB performs consistently worse than BP, even though
it is using the same tree structures as TreeEP. The plot also shows that these structures,
being automatically chosen, are not as good as the hand-crafted clusters used by GBP. We
have hand-crafted tree structures that perform just as well on grids, but for simplicity we
do not include these results.
Figure 3-6(b) shows that TreeEP is the fastest on large grids, even faster than BP,
because BP must use increasingly smaller stepsizes. GBP is more than a factor of ten
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slower.
3.6 Conclusions
Combining tree-structured EP approximation with the junction tree representation enables
TreeEP to propagate information in a subtree, and to maintain only local consistency,
which greatly reduces the computation and the memory cost. As a result, TreeEP allows
a smooth tradeoff between cost and accuracy in approximate inference. It improves on BP
for a modest increase in cost. In particular, when ordinary BP doesn't converge, TreeEP is
an attractive alternative to damping or double-loop iteration. TreeEP performs better than
the corresponding variational bounds, because it minimizes the inclusive KL-divergence.
We found that TreeEP was equivalent to GBP in some cases, which deserves further study.
WTe hope that these results encourage more investigation into approximation structure for
inference algorithms, such as finding the "optimal" structure for a given problem.
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Chapter 4
Predictive automatic relevance
determination
4.1 Introduction
This chapter1 moves the focus from generative models in Chapters 2 and 3 to conditional
classification models, and presents a new approach for Bayesian feature selection, which
enhances EP classification in the presence of irrelevant features. This new approach can
also used for sparse kernel learning, which sparsifies EP classifiers for fast test performance.
In many real-world classification and regression problems the input consists of a large
number of features or variables, only some of which are relevant. Inferring which inputs
are relevant is an important problem. It has received a great deal of attention in machine
learning and statistics over the last few decades (Guyon & Elisseeff, 2003).
This paper focuses on Bayesian approaches to determining the relevance of input fea-
tures. One of the most successful methods is called automatic relevance determination
(ARD) (MacKay, 1992; Neal, 1996). This is a hierarchical Bayesian approach where there
are hyperparameters which explicitly represent the relevance of different input features.
These relevance hyperparameters determine the range of variation for the parameters re-
lating to a particular input, usually by modeling the width of a zero-mean Gaussian prior
on those parameters. If the width of that Gaussian is zero, then those parameters are con-
strained to be zero, and the corresponding input cannot have any effect on the predictions,
1This chapter includes the joint work with T.P. Minka, R. W. Picard, and Z. Ghahramani (Qi et al.,
2004).
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therefore making it irrelevant. ARD optimizes these hyperparameters to discover which
inputs are relevant. 2
Automatic relevance determination optimizes the model evidence, also known as the
marginal likelihood, which is the classic criterion used for Bayesian model selection. In this
paper we show that while this is often effective, in cases where there are a very large number
of input features it can lead to overfitting. We instead propose a different approach, called
predictive ARD, which is based on the estimated predictive performance. We show that
this estimated predictive performance can be computed efficiently as a side effect of the
expectation propagation algorithm for approximate inference and that it performs better
that the evidence-based ARD on a variety of classification problems.
Although the framework we present can be applied to many Bayesian classification and
regression models, we focus our presentation and experiments on classification problems in
the presence of irrelevant features as well as in sparse Bayesian learning for kernel methods.
Compared to the traditional ARD classification, this paper presents three specific en-
hancements: (1) an approximation of the integrals via Expectation Propagation, instead
of Laplace's method or Monte Carlo; (2) an ARD procedure which minimizes an estimate
of the predictive leave-one-out generalization error (obtained directly from EP); (3) a fast
sequential update for the hyperparameters based on Faul and Tipping (2002)'s recent work.
These enhancements improve classification performance.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the ARD approach
to classification and its properties. Section 3 presents predictive ARD by EP, followed by
experiments and discussions in section 4.
4.2 Automatic relevance determination
A linear classifier classifies a point x according to t = sign(w Tx) for some parameter vector
w (the two classes are t = 1). Given a training set D = {(xl, tl),...,(XN, tN)}, the
likelihood for w can be written as
p(tlw, X) = 1 IP(tixi,w) = -I (tiwTb(Xi)) (4.1)
i i
2 From a strictly Bayesian point of view, hard decisions about whether an input feature should be selected
or not are not warranted unless there is a loss function which explicitly associates a cost to the number of
features. However, in practice it is often desirable to have an easily interpretable model with a sparse subset
of relevant features, and ARD methods can achieve this while closely approximating the full Bayesian average
which does no feature selection.
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where t {t}N , {xi}i= 1, 4(-) is the cunmlative distribution function for a Gaussian.
One can also use the step function or logistic function as I(-). The basis function bT(xi )
allows the classification boundary to be nonlinear in the original features. This is the same
likelihood used in logistic regression and in Gaussian process classifiers. Given a new input
XN+1, we approximate the predictive distribution:
p(tN+1xN+i, t)= Jp(tN+llXN+l,w)p(wjt)dw (4.2)
; p(tN+1|XN+i, (W)) (43)
where (w) denotes the posterior mean of the weights, called the Bayes Point (Herbrich
et al., 1999).
The basic idea in ARD is to give the feature weights independent Gaussian priors:
p(wlO) = H-(wi 10, a),
i
where ac = {i} is a hyperparameter vector that controls how far away from zero each
weight is allowed to go. The hyperparameters at are trained from the data by maximizing
the Bayesian 'evidence' p(tjce), which can be done using a fixed point algorithm or an EM
algorithm treating w as a hidden variable (MacKay, 1992). The outcome of this optimization
is that many elements of ca go to infinity such that w would have only a few nonzero weights
wj. This naturally prunes irrelevant features in the data. Later we will discuss why ARD
favors sparse models (section 4.2.2). The Bayesian ARD model is illustrated in Figure 4-1.
4.2.1 ARD-Laplace
Both the fixed point and EM algorithms require the posterior moments of w. These mo-
ments have been approximated by second-order expansion, i.e. Laplace's method (MacKay,
1992), or approximated by Monte Carlo (Neal, 1996). ARD with Laplace's method (ARD-
Laplace) was used in the Relevance Vector Machine (RVM) (Tipping, 2000). The RVM
is a linear classifier using basis functions 0b(x)= [k(x, xl), k(x, x2),.., k(x, XN)]. Specifi-
cally, Laplace's method approximates the evidence by a Gaussian distribution around the
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Figure 4-1: Graphical model for Bayesian conditional classification. The shaded nodes
represent observed variables, i.e., two input data points, and the unshaded node represents
latent variables, i.e., the model parameters w. Using a Bayesian approach, we want to
estimate the posterior distribution of the parameters w in the graph. Automatic relevance
determination maximizes the evidence over hyperparameters, which control the variance of
the prior distribution of w, to prune irrelevant features.
maximum a posteriori (MP) value of w, WMP, as follows:
E = _H-1 = _ d2logp(w, tin) 1-1
dwdwT W=Wh/P
(IT 1 )p(w, tIn) ~ p(t, wMP)exp - -(w - WMP) E- (w - WMP)
2
p(tla) = J p(w, tla)dw "" p(t, WMP)!27rEI1j2
p(w, tin)
p(wlt, n) = p(tln) ~ N(wlwMP, E)
If we use a logistic model for w(.), then the Hessian matrix H has the following form:
H = -( <I>B<I>T + A), where <I> = (<f;(Xi)' ... ' <f;(XN)) is a d by N matrix, A = diag( n), and
B is a diagonal matrix with Bii = w(wI1pXi) (1 - w(wIIPXi)).
Laplace's method is a simple and powerful approach for approximating a posterior dis-
tribution. But it does not really try to approximate the posterior Inean; instead it simply
approximates the posterior mean by the posterior mode. The quality of the approximation
for the posterior mean can be improved by using EP as shown by Minka (2001).
4.2.2 Overfitting of ARD
Overfitting can be caused not only by over-complicated classifiers, but also by just picking
one from many simple classifiers that can correctly classify the data. Consider the example
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Figure 4-2: Illustration of overfitting of ARD.
plotted in Figure 4-2. The data labelled with 'x' and 'o' are in class and 2 respectively.
Every line through the origin with negative slope separates the data. If you apply the regular
Bayes Point linear classifier, you get a classifier of angle 135° (shown); if you apply ARD to
maximize evidence, you end up with a horizontal line which is sparse, because it ignores one
input feature, but seemingly very dangerous. Both horizontal and vertical sparse classifiers
have larger evidence values than the one of 135° , though both of them are intuitively more
dangerous. Having effectively pruned out one of the two parameter dimensions (by taking
one of the oas to infinity), the evidence for the horizontal and vertical classifiers involves
computing an integral over only one remaining dimension. However, the evidence for the
classifier which retains both input dimensions is an integral over two parameter dimensions.
In general, a more complex model will have lower evidence than a simpler model if they
can both classify the data equally well. Thus ARD using evidence maximization chooses
the "simpler" model, which in this case is more dangerous because it uses only one relevant
dimension.
ARD is a Type II maximum likelihood method and thus subject to overfitting as the
example above illustrates. However, it is important to point out that the overfitting resulting
from fitting the relevance hyperparameters ae is not the same kind of overfitting as one gets
from fitting the parameters w as in classical maximum likelihood methods. By optimizing
w one can directly fit noise in the data. However, optimizing a only corresponds to making
decisions about which variables are irrelevant, since w is integrated out. In the simple
case where a can take only two values, very large or small, and the input is d-dimensional,
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choosing ca corresponds to model selection by picking one out of 2 d subsets of input features.
This is only d bits of information in the training data that can be overfit, far fewer than
what can be achieved by precisely tuning a single real-valued parameter w. However, when
d is large, as in the practical examples in our experimental section, we find that even this
overfitting can cause problems. This motivates our proposed predictive measure for ARD
based on estimating leave-one-out performance.
4.2.3 Computational issues
To compute the posterior moments of w required by ARD-Laplace, we need to invert the
Hessian matrix H for each update. This takes O(d3) time, which is quite expensive when
the dimension d is large.
4.3 Predictive-ARD-EP
In this section, we improve ARD-Laplace in three ways: replacing Laplace's method by more
accurate EP, estimating the predictive performance based on leave-one-out estimate without
actually carrying out the expensive cross-validation, and incorporating a fast sequential
optimization method into ARD-EP.
4.3.1 EP for probit model
The algorithm described in this section is a variant of the one in (Minka, 2001), and we
refer the reader to that paper for a detailed derivation. Briefly, Expectation Propagation
(EP) exploits the fact that the likelihood is a product of simple terms. If we approximate
each of these terms well, we can get a good approximation to the posterior. Expectation
Propagation chooses each approximation such that the posterior using the term exactly and
the posterior using the term approximately are close in KL-divergence. This gives a system
of coupled equations for the approximations which are iterated to reach a fixed-point.
Denote the exact terms by gi(w) and the approximate terms by §i(w):
p(wlt, a) oc p(wla) Hp(ti w)
i
= p(wla) H gi(w) p(wl a) H i(w)
i i
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The approximate terms are chosen to be Gaussian, parameterized by (mi,vi, si): i =
si exp(- (tibTw- mi)2 ). This makes the approximate posterior distribution also Gaus-
sian: p(w It, ct) q(w) = K(mw, Vw).
To find the best term approximations, proceed as follows: (to save notation, tii is
written as bi)
1. Initialization Step: Set gi = 1: vi = co, mi = 0, and si = 1. Also, set q(w) = p(wla).
2. Loop until all (mi, vi, si) converge:
Loopi=1,...,N:
(a) Remove the approximation i from q(w) to get the 'leave-one-out' posterior
q\i(w), which is also Gaussian: .V(mi, V\i). From q\i(w) c q(w)/gi, this
implies
Vwi = V w + (VwqOi)(VwqOi)T (4.4)
- V Vi - i Vw i
mw = mw + (V\i/i)v- 1(4Tmw - mi) (4.5)
(b) Putting the posterior without i together with term i gives P(w) oc gi(w)q\i(w).
Choose q(w) to minimize KL(P(w) 11 q(w)). Let Zi be the normalizing factor.
m = m\i + V wpiq i
_w=Vi(V\ihi) ( ,TM \i ))(Vw i)
-- -
+ %)
.OTVwi + 1
Z = j g(w)q\(w)dw = (zi) (4.6)
where
i W(m i)Tc 1 A(zi; 0, 1) (47)
T \i Oc Z/¢i Vwei + 1
(c) From i = Zi q(w), update the term approximation:
q\i(w)1 T +
tvi (Z 1 (4.8)
v OVi =-,-w i pi 002Tm + i) - I+pi (0T'M + i)
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rMi = OTm\ + (vi + T V\ir)pi (4.9)
Si = I(Zi) 1 + v71 iTViii exp 1 Pi VW ) (4.10)
Ii -w+ pi
3. Finally, compute the normalizing constant and the evidence:
2
B = (mw)TVwlmw m i
viVi
Jlp(w~a)~(w)dw = VHWjl/p(Dja) (H 1| fp(wja)§i(w)dw = JV 11/2 _ exp(B/2) 17 si (4.11)
i i
The time complexity of this algorithm is O(d2) for processing each term, and therefore
O(Nd2) per iteration.
4.3.2 Estimate of predictive performance
A nice property of EP is that it can easily offer an estimate of leave-one-out error without
any extra computation. At each iteration, EP computes in (4.4) and (4.5) the parameters of
the approximate leave-one-out posterior q\i(w) that does not depend on the ith data point.
So we can use the mean mw to approximate a classifier trained on the other (N - 1) data
points. Thus an estimate of leave-one-out error can be computed as
N
eloo = 1 N (-ti(m\i)T(Xi)) (4.12)
i=1
where (.) is a step function. An equivalent estimate was given by Opper and Winther
(2000) using the TAP method for training Gaussian processes, which is equivalent to
EP (Minka, 2001).
Furthermore, we can provide an estimate of leave-one-out error probability. Since Zi in
(4.6) is the posterior probability of the ith data label, we propose the following estimator:
N 1 N
(Epred = - Z( 1 - Zi) = - E (-i) (4.13)
ii=- i=
where Zi and zi is defined in (4.6) and (4.7). In (4.7), q i is the product of ti and O(xi).
By contrast, Opper and Winther estimate the error probability by N EiN= 1 (-Izi), which
ignores the information of the label ti. Notice that Epred utilizes the variance of w given the
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data, not just the mean. However, it assumes that the posterior for w has Gaussian tails.
In reality, the tails are lighter so we compensate by pre-scaling zi by 50, a number tuned
by simulations.
4.3.3 Fast optimization of evidence
This section combines EP with a fast sequential optimization method (Faul & Tipping,
2002) to efficiently update the hyperparameters ca.
As mentioned before, EP approximates each classification likelihood term g (w) =
· (wT~ i) by :i = siexp(-- ( i w-mi) 2). Here /i is short hand for tio(xi) as in the
previous section. Notice that .i has the same form as a regression likelihood term in a
regression problem. Therefore, EP actually maps a classification problem into a regression
problem where (mi, vi) defines the virtual observation data point with mean mi and vari-
ance vi. Based on this interpretation, it is easy to see that for the approximate posterior
q(w), we have
=(A + A-'T) w = VwA-lmo (4.14)
where we define
m = (ml..., mN) T A = diag(ct)
VO = (Vl ... , VN) T A = diag(vo)
and 1 = (Oi, ...., ON) is a d by N matrix.
To have a sequential update on aj, we can explicitly decompose p(Dla) into two parts,
one part denoted by p(Dja\j), that does not depend on aj and another that does, i.e.,
2
p(Dla) = p(D a\j) + (log cj - log(cj + rj) + --
where rj = jC\j 1j T, uj = jC\j1mO, and C\j = A-1 + mj m. Here Oj and km are+ ~'mj Here
jth and mth rows of the data matrix 1 respectively.
Using the above equation, Faul and Tipping (2002) show p(Dla) has a maximum with
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respect to aj:
r2
j 2- ' if Ij > (4.15)
c = oC, if 7j < (4.16)
where j = uj2 _ rj. Thus, in order to maximize the evidence, we introduce the jth
feature when aj = and m > 0, exclude the jth feature when aj < oc and j < 0, and
reestimate aj according to (4.15) when aj < o and 71j > 0. To further save computation,
we can exploit the following relations:
cjgRj aj Uj
rj -i Rj uj j - (4.17)
where Rj = jA- T-jA-l T iw and Uj = jhA-lmo-j hA-lTV ~(¢jh-1)-l where
1 contains only the features that are currently included in the model, and inw and Vw, are
obtained based on these features. This observation allows us to efficiently compute the EP
approximation and update a, since in general there are only a small set of the features in
the model during the updates.
4.3.4 Algorithm summary
To summarize the predictive-ARD-EP algorithm:
1. First, initialize the model so that it only contains a small fraction of features.
2. Then, sequentially update a as in section 4.3.3 and calculate the required statistics
by EP as in section 4.3.1 until the algorithm converges.
3. Finally, choose the classifier from the sequential updates with minimum leave-one-out
error estimate (4.12). The leave-one-out error is discrete, so in case of a tie, choose
the first classifier in the tie, i.e., the one with the smaller evidence.
A variant of this algorithm uses the error probability (4.13) and is called predictiveprob-
ARD-EP. Choosing the classifier with the maximum evidence (approximated by EP) is
called evidence-ARD-EP.
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4.4 Experiments and discussion
This section compares evidence-ARD-EP and predictive-ARD-EP on synthetic and real-
world data sets. The first experiment has 30 random training points and 5000 random test
points with dimension 200. True classifier weights consist of 10 Gaussian weights, sampled
from A(-0.5, 1) and 190 zero weights. The true classifier is then used as the ground truth to
label the data. Thus the data is guaranteed to be separable. The basis functions are simply
¢(x) = x. The results over 50 repetitions of this procedure are visualized in Figure 4-4-
(a). Both predictive-ARD-EP and predictiveprob-ARD-EP outperform evidence-ARD-EP
by picking the model with the smallest estimate of the predictive error, rather than choosing
the most probable model.
Figure 4-3-(a) shows a typical run. As shown in the Figure, the estimates of the predic-
tive performance based on leave-one-out error count (4.12) and (log) error probability (4.13)
are better correlated with the true test error than evidence and the fraction of features. The
evidence is computed as in equation (4.11) and the fraction of features is defined as d
where d is the dimension of the classifier w. Also, since the data is designed to be linearly
separable, we always get zero training error along the iterations. While the (log) evidence
keeps increasing, the test error rate first decreases and then increases. This demonstrates
the overfitting problem associated with maximizing evidence. As to the fraction of features,
it first increases by adding new useful features into the model and then decreases by deleting
old features. Notice that the fraction of features converges to a lower value than the true
one, 0 0.0()5, which is plotted as the dashed line in Figure4-3-(a). Moreover, choosingon,200 - -
the sparsest model, i.e., the one with the smallest fraction of features, leads to overfitting
here even though there is zero training error.
Next, the algorithms are applied to high-dimensional gene expression datasets: leukaemia
and colon cancer. For the leukaemia dataset, the task is to distinguish acute myeloid
leukaemia (AMIL) from acute lymphoblastic leukaemia (ALL). The dataset has 47 and 25
samples of type ALL and AML respectively with 7129 features per sample. The dataset was
randomly split 100 times into 36 training and 36 test samples, with evidence-ARD-EP and
predictive-ARD-EP run on each. Figure 4-3-(b) shows a typical run that again illustrates
the overfitting phenomenon as shown in Figure 4-3-(a). On most of runs including the one
shown in Figure 4-3-(b), there is zero training error from the first to the last iterations.
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Figure 4-3: Comparison of different model selection criteria during ARD training. The
second and third rows are computed via (4.13) and (4.12), respectively. The estimated
predictive performance is better correlated with the test errors than evidence and sparsity.
The test performance is visualized in Figure 4-4-(b). The error counts of evidence-ARD-EP
and predictive-ARD-EP are 3.86 0.14 and 2.80 + 0.18, respectively. The numbers of the
chosen features of these two methods are 2.78 + 1.65 and 513.82 + 4.30, respectively.
For the colon cancer dataset, the task is to discriminate tumour from normal tissues
using microarray data. The whole dataset has 22 normal and 40 cancer samples with
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Figure 4-4: Test errors and sizes of selected features. (a) synthetic dataset with 30 training
and 5000 test data points. Each data point has 201 features, among which only 11 are
useful. 50 random repetitions of the data were used. (b) leukaemia microarray dataset with
36 training and 36 test data points. Each data point has 7129 features. The results are
averaged over 100 random partitions. Ellipses indicate standard errors over repetitions.
2000 features per sample. We randomly split the dataset into 50 training and 12 test
samples 100 times and run evidence-ARD-EP and predictive-ARD-EP on each partition.
The test performance is visualized in Figure 4-5. For comparison, we show the results from
Li et al. (20(0)2). The methods tested by Li et al. (2002) include ARD-Laplace with fast
sequential updates on a logistic model (Seq-ARD-Laplace), Support Vector Machine (SVM)
with recursive feature elimination (SVM-RFE), and SVM with Fisher score feature ranking
(SVM-Fisher Score). The error counts of evidence-ARD-EP and predictive-ARD-EP are
2.54 + 0.13 and 1.63 ± 0.11, respectively. The sizes of chosen feature sets for these two
methods are 7.92 + 0.14 and 156.76 ± 11.68, respectively.
As shown in figures 4-4-(b) and 4-5, pruning irrelevant features by maximizing evidence
helps to reduce test errors. But aggressive pruning will overfit the model and therefore
increase the test errors. For both colon cancer and leukaemia datasets, predictive-ARD-
EP with a moderate number of features outperforms all the other methods including EP
without feature pruning as well as the evidence-ARD-EP with only a few features left in
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Figure 4-5: Test errors and sizes of selected feature sets on colon cancer microarray dataset
with 50 training and 12 test data points. Each data point has 2000 features. 100 random
partitionings of the data were used.
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Figure 4-6: Test error rates and numbers of relevance or support vectors on breast cancer
dataset. 50 partitionings of the data were used. All these methods use the same Gaussian
kernel with kernel width = 5. The trade-off parameter C in SVM is chosen via 10-fold
cross-validation for each partition.
the model.
Finally, RBF-type feature expansion can be combined with predictive-ARD-EP to ob-
tain sparse nonlinear Bayesian classifiers. Specifically, we use the following Gaussian basis
function (xi)
~xi) = [1, k(xi, ),.. , k(xi, XN)]
where k(xi, xj) = exp(- hx2-IIx2 ) . Unlike the ARD feature selection in the previous exam-
ples, here ARD is used to choose relevance vectors O(xi), i.e., to select data points instead
of features. The algorithms are tested on two UCI datasets: breast cancer and diabetes.
For the breast cancer dataset provided by Zwitter and Soklic (1998), the task is to dis-
tinguish no-recurrence-events from recurrence-events. We split the dataset into 100 training
and 177 test samples 50 times and run evidence-ARD-EP and predictive-ARD-EP on each
partition. The test performance is visualized in Figure 4-6 and summarized in Table 4.1.
In this experiment, evidence-ARD-EP and predictive-ARD-EP marginally outperform
the other alternatives, but give much simpler models. They only have about 4 or 10 relevance
vectors while SVM uses about 65 support vectors.
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Figure 4-7: Test errors on diabetes dataset with 468 training and
results are averaged over 100 partitions.
300 test data points. The
Finally evidence-ARD-EP and predictive-ARD-EP are tested on the UCI diabetes dataset.
Each is run on 100 random partitions of 468 training and 300 test samples. The partitions
are the same as in Ritsch et al. (2001), so that we can directly compare our results with
theirs. The test performance is summarized in Figure 4.4. The error rates of the evidence-
ARD-EP and predictive-ARD-EP are 23.91 ± 0.21% and 23.96 ± 0.20%, respectively.
On the diabetes dataset, predictive-ARD-EP performs comparably or outperforms most
of the other state-of-the-art methods; only SVM performs better. Note that the SVM's
kernel has been optimized using the test data points, which is not possible in practice
(Riitsch et al., 2001).
Table 4.1: Test error rates and numbers of relevance or
dataset.
support vectors on breast cancer
ALGORITHM TEST ERROR SIZE OF
RATE (%) FEATURE SET
SVM 28.05 0.44 64.70 1.17
EP 28.06 ± 0.46 101 + 0
SEQ-ARD-LAPLACE 27.90 ± 0.34 3.10 ± 0.13
EvD-ARD-EP 27.81 ± 0.35 3.84 + 0.19
PREDProbARDEP 27.91 + 0.37 8.40 ± 0.54
PRED-ARD-EP 27.81 ± 0.38 9.60 + 0.62
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4.5 Conclusions
This chapter has presented predictive-ARD-EP, an efficient algorithm for feature selection
and sparse learning. Predictive-ARD-EP chooses the model with the best estimate of the
predictive performance instead of choosing the one with the largest marginal likelihood. On
high-dimensional microarray datasets, predictive-ARD-EP outperforms other state-of-the-
art algorithms in test accuracy. On UCI benchmark datasets, it results in sparser classifiers
than SVMs with comparable test accuracy. The resulting sparse models can be used in
applications where classification time is critical. To achieve a desired balance between test
accuracy and testing time, one can choose a classifier that minimizes a loss function trading
off the leave-one-out error estimate and the number of features.
The success of this algorithm argues against a few popular principles in learning theory.
First, it argues against the evidence framework in which the evidence is maximized by
tuning hyperparameters. Maximizing evidence is useful for choosing among a small set of
models, but can overfit if used with a large continuum of models, as in ARD. Second, our
findings show that larger fraction of nonzero features (or lower sparsity) can lead to better
generalization performance, even when the training error is zero. This is against the sparsity
principles as well as Occam's razor. If what we care about is generalization performance,
then it is better to minimize some measure of predictive performance as predictive ARD
does.
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Chapter 5
Bayesian conditional random fields
5.1 Introduction
Traditional classification models, including the probit model used in Chapter 4, often
assume that data items are independent. However, real world data is often interdependent
and has complex structure. Suppose we want to classify web pages into different categories,
e.g., homepages of students versus faculty. The category of a web page is often related to
the categories of pages linked to it. Rather than classifying pages independently, we should
model them jointly to incorporate such contextual cues.
Joint modeling of structured data can be performed by generative graphical models,
such as Bayesian networks or Markov random fields. For example, hidden Markov models
have been used in natural language applications to assign labels to words in a sequence,
where labels depend both on words and other labels along a chain. However, generative
models have fundamental limitations. Firstly, generative models require specification of
the data generation process, i.e., how data can be sampled from the model. In many
applications, this process is unknown or impractical to write down, and not of interest for the
classification task. Secondly, generative models typically assume conditional independence
of observations given the labels. This independence assumption limits their modeling power
and restricts what features can be extracted for classifying the observations. In particular,
this assumption rules out features capturing long-range correlations, multiple scales, or
other context.
Conditional random fields (CRF) are a conditional approach for classifying structured
1 This chapter includes joint work with Martin Szummer and Thomas P. Minka.
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data, proposed by Lafferty et al. (2001). CRFs model only the label distribution con-
ditioned on the observations. Unlike generative models, they do not need to explain the
observations or features, and thereby conserve model capacity and reduce effort. This also
allows CRFs to use flexible features such as complex functions of multiple observations.
The modeling power of CRFs has shown great benefit in several applications, such as natu-
ral language parsing (Sha & Pereira, 2003), information extraction (McCallum, 2003), and
image modeling (Kumar & Hebert, 2004).
To summarize, CRFs provide a compelling model for structured data. Consequently,
there has been an intense search for effective training and inference algorithms. The first
approaches maximized conditional likelihood (ML), either by generalized iterative scaling
or by quasi-Newton methods (Lafferty et al., 2001; Sha & Pereira, 2003). However, the ML
criterion is prone to overfitting the data, especially since CRFs are often trained with very
large numbers of correlated features. The maximum a posteriori (MAP) criterion can reduce
overfitting, but provides no guidance on the choice of parameter prior. Furthermore, large
margin criteria have been applied to regularize the model parameters and also to kernelize
CRFs (Taskar et al., 2004; Lafferty et al., 2004). Nevertheless, training and inference for
CRFs remain challenges, and the problems of overfitting, feature and model selection have
largely remained open.
In this chapter, we propose Bayesian Conditional Random Fields (BCRF), a novel
Bayesian approach to training and inference for conditional random fields. Applying the
Bayesian framework brings principled solutions and tools for addressing overfitting, model
selection and many other aspects of the problem. Unlike ML, MAP, or large-margin ap-
proaches, we train BCRFs by estimating the posterior distribution of the model parameters.
Subsequently, we can can average over the posterior distribution for BCRF inference.
The complexity of the partition function in CRFs (the denominator of the likelihood
function) necessitates approximations. While traditional EP and variational methods can
not be directly applied, because of the presence of partition functions, the power EP (PEP)
method (Minka, 2004) can be used for BCRF training. However, PEP can lead to con-
vergence problems. To solve these problems, this chapter proposes the transformed PEP
method to incorporate partition functions in BCRF training. Furthermore, we flatten the
approximation structures to avoid two-level approximations. This significantly enhances the
algorithmic stability and improves the estimation accuracy. For computational efficiency,
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we use low-rank matrix operations.
This chapter first formally defines CRFs, presents the power EP and the new trans-
formed PEP methods, and flattens the approximation structure for training. Then it
proposes an approximation method for model averaging, and finally shows experimental
results.
5.2 From conditional random fields to BCRFs
A conditional random field (CRF) models label variables according to an undirected graph-
ical model conditioned on observed data (Lafferty et al., 2001). Let x be an "input" vector
describing the observed data instance, and t be an "output" random vector over labels of
the data components. We assume that all labels for the components belong to a finite label
alphabet T = {1, . . , T}. For example, the input x could be image features based on small
patches, and t be labels denoting 'person, 'car' or 'other' patches. Formally, we have the
following definition of CRFs (Lafferty et al., 2001):
Definition 5.2.1 Let G = (V,£) be a graph such that t is indexed by the vertices of G.
Then (x, t) is a conditional random field (CRF) if, when conditioned on x, the random
variables {ti} obey the Markov property with respect to the graph: p(tiIx, tv-i) = p(tilx, t )
where V-i is the set of all nodes in G except the node i, Ai is the set of neighbors of the
node i in G, and t represents the random variables of the vertices in the set Q.
Unlike traditional generative random fields, CRFs only model the conditional distribution
p(tlx) and do not explicitly model the marginal p(x). Note that the labels {ti} are globally
conditioned on the whole observation x in CRFs. Thus, we do not assume that the observed
data x are conditionally independent as in a generative random field.
BCRFs are a Bayesian approach to training and inference with conditional random
fields. In some sense, BCRFs can be viewed as an extension of conditional Bayesian linear
classifiers, e.g., Bayes point machines (BPM) (Herbrich et al., 1999; Minka, 2001), which
are used to classify independent data points.
According to the Hammersley-Clifford theorem, a CRF defines the conditional distribu-
tion of the labels t given the observations x to be proportional to a product of potential
functions on cliques of the graph G. For simplicity, we consider only pairwise clique poten-
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Figure 5-1: Graphical model for Bayesian conditional random field. The shaded nodes represent
observed variables, i.e., two data points linked with each other, and the unshaded node represents
latent variables, Le., the model parameters w. As a Bayesian approach, BCRFs estimate the poste-
rior distribution of the parameters w in the graph. Compared to Figure 4-1, we can clearly see the
model difference between BCRFs and traditional Bayesian classification.
tials such that
where
1
p(tlx, w) = z(w) II gi,j(ti, tj, x;w)
{i,j}E£
Z(w) =L II gi,j(ti, tj, x; w)
t {i,j}E£
(5.1)
(5.2)
is a normalizing factor known as the partition function, gi,j (ti, tj, x; w) are pairwise poten-
tials, and ware the model parameters. Note that the partition function is a complicated
function of the model parameters w. This makes Bayesian training much harder for CRFs
than for Bayesian linear classifiers, since the normalizer of a Bayesian linear classifier is
a constant. A simple CRF is illustrated in Figure 5-1. As a Bayesian approach, BCRFs
estimate the posterior distribution of the parameters w, the unshaded node in the graphical
model.
In standard conditional random fields, the pairwise potentials are defined as
(5.3)
where 4>i,j(ti, tj, x) are features extracted for the edge between vertices i and j of the
conditional random field, and Wti,tj are elements corresponding to labels {ti, tj} in w, where
w = [WfI' Wf2' ... , W~,T]T. There are no restrictions on the relation between features.
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Though we could use the above log-linear potential functions, a Bayesian treatment
would require additional approximation techniques, e.g., quadrature or Monte Carlo sam-
pling. More conveniently, we replace the exponential by the probit function (.) (the
cumulative distribution function of a Gaussian with mean 0 and variance 1). This permits
analytic Bayesian training and inference in BCRFs. In addition, we wish to incorporate
robustness against labeling errors, and assume a small probability of a label being incor-
rect, which will serve to bound the potential value away from zero. Specifically, our robust
potentials are
gij(titj. X;W) = (1 - )T(wttjoi4j(ti,tj,X)) + e(1 -IX(WTtji2 j(t, tjX))). (5.4)
--(,,3 ijti, tji)) 54
5.3 Training BCRFs
Given the data likelihood and a Gaussian prior
po(w) AP(w 1O, diag(c)),
the posterior of the parameters is
p(wlt,x) cX Z po(W) H 9k(ti,tj,x;w)
{k}eC
where k = i, j indexes edges in a CRF.
Expectation propagation exploits the fact that the posterior is a product of simple
terms. If we approximate each of these terms well, we can get a good approximation of the
posterior. Mathematically, EP approximates p(wlt, x) as
1
q(w) = p0(w) - H Y0k(W) (5.5)
{k}ec
= ~1/R(w) (5.6)
Z(w)
where R(w) =--:: p0(w) {k})£ Ek(w) is the numerator in the approximate posterior distribu-
tion q(w). The approximation terms jk(w) and 1 have the form of a Gaussian, so that
the approximate posterior q(w) is a Gaussian, i.e., q(w) . (m, w). We can obtain
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the approximation terms 9k(w) in the same way as in Bayesian linear classifiers (Minka,
2001) Specifically, for the term, the algorithm first computes q\k(w), which represents
the "rest of the distribution." Then it minimizes KL-divergence over Ok, holding q\k fixed.
This process can be written succinctly as follows:
q\k(w) cx q(w)/k(w) (5.7)
jk(W) n e = argminKL(gk(w)q\k(W) || k(w)q\k(w)) (5.8)
k (W)
= proj [gk(w)q\k(w)] /q\k (W) (5.9)
q(w)new = q\k(w)k(w)new (5.10)
where proj is a "moment matching" operator: it finds the Gaussian having the same mo-
ments as its argument, thus minimizing KL. Algorithmically, (5.7) means "divide the Gaus-
sians to get a new Gaussian, and call it q\k(w)." Similarly, (5.9) means construct a Gaussian
whose moments match gk(w)q\k(w) and divide it by q\k(w), to get a new Gaussian ap-
proximation term jk(W)new." These are the updates to incorporate the exact terms in the
numerator. The main difficulty for BCRF training is how to approximate the denominator
1/Z(w) and incorporate its approximation into q(w).
5.3.1 Power EP and Transformed PEP
This section presents the power EP (PEP) and the transformed PEP methods to approx-
imate an integral involving the denominator 1/Z(w). Traditional EP has difficulty to in-
corporate the denominator, since it is hard to directly compute required moments for the
KL minimization in the projection step. The PEP and the transformed PEP methods solve
this problem by changing the projection step.
Power EP
The first method is the power EP method, which is an extension of EP to make the ap-
proximation more tractable. It was first used by Minka and Lafferty (2002), in the case of
having terms with positive powers. However, PEP also works with negative powers, and
this is one of the key insights that makes BCRF training tractable.
Specifically, to incorporate a term k(w) approximated by sk(w), PEP extends EP by
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using the following updates with any desired power nk 7 0:
q\k(w) o( q(w)/(w)Il/nk (5.11)
(W)new = (proj [k(w) /nk q\k(w)] /q\k(w)) k (5.12)9k ~(~°Iw)l'w ] ~ ' l l ~[.S
Sk(w )new ___w __ __
q(w) ew = q(w) k(w) = q\k(w) ()l/n k (5.13)
k(W)1-1/nk (.3
As shown by Minka (2004), these updates seek to minimize a different measure of divergence,
the a-divergence, where c = 2/nk - 1. Note that a can be any real number. By picking nk
appropriately. the updates can be greatly simplified, while still minimizing a sensible error
measure. This result is originally from Wiegerinck and Heskes (2002). They discussed an
algorithm called "fractional belief propagation" which is a special case of PEP, and all of
their results also apply to PEP.
For BCRF training, we will use these PEP updates for the denominator term k(w) =
1/Z(w) by picking nk =-1. Specifically, we have the following updates.
1. Deletion: we compute the "leave-one-out" approximate posterior q\Z(w), by removing
the old approximation of the partition function Z(w) from the current approximation
q(w) as if it were a numerator.
q\Z(w) oc q(w) - ( ))2 R(w) (5.14)
Z( w))
2. Projection: given the "leave-one-out" approximate posterior q\Z(w), we compute the
new "exact" posterior:
4(w) = proj[Z(w)q\Z(w)] = argminKL(q\Z(w)Z(w) l [I(w))
4(w)
by matching the moments of d(w) and q\(w)Z(w)). Thanks to picking nk =-1,
we need only the moments of Z(w)q\k(w), instead of those of q(). Since we can-
not compute the moments of Z(w)q\k(w) analytically, we embed an EP algorithm
to approximate these moments (see details in Section 5.3.2). Note that we cannot
apply EP directly to approximate the moments of q\k(w) without resorting to other
Z()approximation methods, such as quadrature or Monte Carlo.
approxiimation methods, such as quadrature or Monte Carlo.
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Given (w), we update Z(w)new as follows:
Z(W)new c(w)/q\Z( )
3. Inclusion: we replace the old approximation term Z(w) with a new one to obtain
q(w)new.
(())2
q(w)new q (Z(w) - (5.15)
_ ~~)Z(w)new
Transformed PEP
PEP has feedback loops in its updates: the "leave-one-out" approximate posterior q\k(w)
involves the old approximation term sk(w). This is because we remove only a fraction of
the old approximation term from q(w) in the deletion step:
q\k(w) = q(w)/Sk(w)l/nk =- k(w)-11/nk HJ ,j(W)
j5k
Therefore, the new approximation term based on q\k(w) is dependent on the old approxi-
mation term. This dependency can cause oscillations in training. To address this problem
and obtain faster convergence speeds, we weaken the feedback loops in PEP by introducing
a damping factor mk in the deletion step. The damping factor transforms the power of
the approximation term in the deletion step of PEP. Thus, we name this method trans-
formed PEP (TPEP). Specifically, to incorporate the term Sk(w) approximated by k(w),
transformed PEP generalizes PEP by using the following updates:
q\k(w) oc q(w)/§k(w) -Mkk (5.16)
k (W)new = (proj [Sk(w)l /nkq\k(w)] /q\k(w)) k (5.17)
(W)nw q)Sk(W) e \ Sk(W)newqw n w = q(w) kw - qw)kWmkr/n (5.18)
Sk (W) sk(w)Mk-Mk/nk
where mk [0,1]. If mk = 1, then transformed PEP reduces to PEP. If mk= 0, then
the "leave-one-out" approximate posterior does not involve any information in the old ap-
proximation term sk(w). We name this special case the transformed EP (TEP) method.
TEP essentially cuts the feedback loops in PEP. By sharing the same inclusion and deletion
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steps, TEP is more similar to EP than PEP is to EP. TEP differs from EP only in the
projection step by transforming the exact and the approximation terms in EP. Hence the
name "transformed EP". In practice, TEP tends to have faster convergence rates than PEP,
while sacrificing accuracy to some extent. We can also choose mk between 0 and to damp
the feedback loops and obtain a tradeoff between PEP and TEP.
For BCRF training, we will use the above updates for the denominator term Sk(w) =
1/Z(w). We pick nk =-1 and mk = 0 such that transformed PEP is reduced to TEP:
1. Deletion: q\Z(w) a q(w)Z(w) = R(w). Here q\Z(w) does not involve the old term
approximation Z(w), while q\Z(w) in PEP does.
2. Projection: (w)= proj[Z(w)q\Z(w)].
Again, as in the PEP method, we need to use another EP to approximate the required
moments. Given the new moments of 4(w), we update the new approximation term
Z(W) n e z~v oC (w)/q\Z(w).
3. Inclusion: q(w)new= q\z(w)2(w)new ·
5.3.2 Approximating the partition function
In the moment matching step, we need to approximate the moments of Z(w)q\Z(w) where
Z(w) is the exact partition function, since Z(w) is a very complicated function of w. Murray
and Ghahramani (2004) have proposed approximate MCMC methods to approximate the
partition function of an undirected graph. This section presents an alternative method.
For clarity, let us rewrite the partition function as follows:
Z(w) = ZZ(w,t) (5.19)
t
Z(w, t) = gk(ti, tj, x; w) (5.20)
keg
where k = {i, j} indexes edges. To compute the moments of Z(w)q\Z(w), we can embed
EP. Specifically, the EP approximation factorizes over w and t:
4(w) = proj[Z(w)q\z (w)] (5.21)
O(w)q(t) = Z(w)Z(t)q\Z(w) (5.22)
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Z(w)Z(t) = H fk(w)fk(ti)fk(tj) (5.23)
kE£
where q(t) is the approximate distribution for labels, and fk(w)fk(ti)fk(tj) approximates
gk (ti, tj, x; w) in the denominator.
Because the approximation is factorized, the computation will have the flavor of loopy
belief propagation. The initial fk's will all be 1, making the initial q(w) - q\Z(w) and
q(t) = 1. The EP updates for the fk's are:
\k(w) OC (w)/fk(w) (5.24)
q\k(ti) c q(ti)/fk(ti) (similarly for j) (5.25)
fk(w) = E gk(ti, tj,x;w)q\k(ti)q\k(tj) (5.26)
ti,tj
fkwnew = proj [fk (W) \k(w)] /q\k(w) (5.27)A(W) = pro ~~~~~~~~~~~~(5.27)
fk(ti)new = J g k(titjx;w )q\k(w)q\k(tj)dw (5.28)
tj
4(w)new = \k(w) fk(w)new (5.29)
q(ti)new = q\k(ti)fk(ti)new (5.30)
These updates are iterated for all k, until a fixed point is reached. A straightforward
implementation of the above updates costs O(d3 ) time, where d is the dimension of the
parameter vector w, since the covariance matrix of w must be inverted. However, as shown
in the next section, it is possible to compute them with low-rank matrix updates, in O(d2)
time.
5.3.3 Efficient low-rank matrix computation
This section presents low-rank matrix computation for the new approximate posterior dis-
tributions, the new approximation terms, and the "leave-one-out" posterior distributions.
These calculations are embedded in the projection step of either PEP or TPEP updates.
Computing new approximate posterior
First, let us define qk(m,n,x) as shorthand of bk(ti = m,tj = n,x), where k(ti,tj,x)
are feature vectors extracted at edge k = {i,j} with labels ti and t on nodes i and j,
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respectively. Then we have
k(1, 1,X) 0 ... 0
Ak = 0 qOk(1,2, x) 0 ...
0 ... . 0 Ok(T, T, x)
y = A w (5.31)
fk(Y) = (Yjtitj) q\k(t i)q\k(tj) (5.32)
tt,tj
where ytitj = wTq5k(ti,tj,x), and (.) is the probit function. Clearly, we have (w) =
proj[fk(y)4\k(w)]. Note that Ak is a T 2 by LT 2 matrix, where L is the length of the
feature vector bk. And y is a T2 by 1 vector, which is shorter than w, whose length is
d = LT 2, especially when we have a lot of features in k . In other words, the exact term
fk(Y) only constrains the distribution (w) in a smaller subspace. Therefore, it is sensible
to use low-rank matrix computation to obtain mw and Vw, the mean and the variance of
q(w), based on the "leave-one-out" posterior 4\k(w)_ A/(mw\k, Vw\k).
Appendix A details the derivations of the low-rank matrix computation for obtaining
new moments. Here, we simply give the updates:
mw = mwk + Vw kAkc (5.33)
Vw = V\k - Vw AkDAk Vwk (5.34)
c = (Vk)-I (my -m\k) (5.35)
D (V~k- - (V \k)-l(G -mymT)(v )l (5.36)
where
f fk(y)yJV(y m\kV\k )dym = (5.37)
titj Ztitjmyt tj q\k (ti)q\k(tj) (5.38)
G f fkf(y)yyTA(ymk,V V )dy ( )G = t Gyt q (5.39)Y ~z
= Fti'tj Zttj Gytq,tj q\k (ti)q\k (tJ) (.0
z
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Z = q\k(ti, tj) qj(ytitj)K(ylmk, V\k)dy (5.41)
titj
= q\k(ti)q\k(tj)ztitj (5.42)
ti'tj
where
Zti,tj = (yi,j)A(y m\k, V\k)dy (5.43)
= I(e Ty)Af(y I m\k V\k)dy (5.44)
= e + (1 - 2e)IF(zti,tj) (5.45)
T \k
Ztit = k (5.46)
/eTVk ek + 1
1 (1 - 2e.A(zti,tj 10, 1)) (547)
= eTV\ ek + 1 E + (1 - 2e)I(zt,tj)
m ft = [(e Ty)yAV(ymk, Vk )dy (5.48)mytiktj -- (5.48)Zti,tj
= m\ + V\kpti,tjek (5.49)
Gytt j V\k V\kek( (kt t,) e V\k (5.50)
-- i~tj Y Y eTV\k - -)I k y
k Y
where ek is a vector with all elements being zeros except its kth element being one.
We update q(ti) and q(tj) as follows:
Zt't-q \k ( t)q\k (tj )q(ti, tj) = (5.51)
Z
q(ti) = y q(ti, tj), q(tj) = 5q(ti, tj) (5.52)
~~tj ~ti
Computing new approximation terms
Given the moment matching update, it is easy to compute the new approximation term
fk(W) c j(w)/q\k(w). Since both q(w) and q\k(w) are Gaussians, fk(w) also has the form
of a Gaussian (though its variance may not be positive definite). Suppose Hk and rk are
the natural parameters of the Gaussian fk(W); Hk is the inverse of its covariance matrix
and -rk is the multiplication of the inverse of its covariance matrix and its mean vector. Hk
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and Trk can be computed as follows:
Hk - (Vk)-l = AkhkAT (5.53)
hk (D- 1 - Ak TVw Ak) (5.54)
Tk= (VW)rhw - (V\k)M w = Ak/k (5.55)
Ik c + hkAk mw (5.56)
where c and D are defined in equations (5.35) and (5.36). Instead of computing Hk and
Trk, we only need to compute the projected low-rank matrix hk and the projected vector
/k. This saves both computation time and memory. For example, if the range of t is {1, 2},
then Ak is a d by 4 matrix where d is the length of w. Since we often have many features
extracted from observations, d tends to be a large number. In this case, Hk is a huge d by
d matrix and Tk is a long d by 1 vector, while k is only a 4 by 4 matrix and Tk is a 4 by
1 vector.
To help the algorithm converge, we use a step size A between 0 and 1 to update the
approximation term. Then the damped approximation term fk(w) has the parameters hk
and pk:
hk = Ahk + (1 - A)hold (5.57)
- A)pold 5.58)Pk = >}tk + (1- )~u k (5.58)
where hold and ild are the old approximation terms for edge k.
Given the damped approximation term fk(w), we can compute q(w) = \k(w)fk(w)
with mean mw and variance Vw as follows:
V, = Vwk - Vw kA k ( h k 1 + ATVkA)-lA TVVk (5.59)
m = mwk VwkAk(hk 1 + ATVk A) -lA 'mkw + VWAkAk (5.60)
Also, we compute the approximation terms fk(ti) and fk(tj) for the discrete labels as follows:
f(ti) = q(ti)/q\k(ti) f(tj) = q(tj)/q\k(tj) (5.61)
We use a step size to damp the update for the discrete distribution q(t). Notice that
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the approximate distributions of the parameters and the labels, q(w) and q(t), depend on
each other. The new (w) or q(t) relies on both the old q(w) and the old q(t). Especially,
a crude approximation q(t) can directly affect the quality of the new mean parameters of
q(w). Therefore, we set the step size for q(t) to be smaller than the step size A for 4(w),
such that a more refined (w) is obtained before updating q(t).
Given the step size , the damped approximation terms, fk(ti) and fk(tj), and the new
marginal distributions, q(ti) and q(tj), can be computed as follows:
fk(ti) = f (ti)(fk (ti)Ad) fk(tj) = (tj)(fk(tj)old)l - (5.62)
q(ti) = q\k(tj)fk(ti) q(tj) = q\k(tj)fk(tj) (5.63)
whee - old let·j~ l d
where f(ti)kd and f (t)kd are the old approximation terms for edge k = {i, j}.
Deleting old approximation terms
The parameters of the "leave-one-out" approximate posteriors \k(w) and \k(t) can be
efficiently computed as follows:
V\ k = (Vwl - AkhkAT)- 1 (5.64)
T - TV + VwAk(hk- AkVwAk ) 1 (VwAk) (5.65)
m\k (V\k)-(V-lmw uk) (5.66)
= M + \k TM 567
=mw + Vw Ak(hkAk mw-/k) (5.67)
q\k(tj) = q(ti)/fk(ti) (5.68)
q\k(tj) = q(tj)lfk(tj) (5.69)
5.3.4 Flattening the approximation structure
In practice, we found that the approximation method, presented in Sections 5.3.1 and 5.3.2,
led to a divergence problem in training. In this section, we examine the reason for divergence
and propose a method to fix this problem.
The approximation method has two levels of approximations, which are visualized at
the top of Figure 5-2. At the upper level of the top graph, the approximation method
iteratively refines the approximate posterior q(w) based on the approximation term Z(w);
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at the lower level, it iteratively refines Z(w) by individual approximation terms {fk(w)}.
A naive implementation of the two-level approximation will always initialize the approx-
imation terms {fk(w)} as 1, such that the iterations at the lower level start from scratch
every time. Thus, removing the denominator Z(w) in the upper level amounts to removing
all the previous approximation terms {fk(w)} in the lower level. The naive implementation
requires the leave-one-out" approximation q\Z(w) oc (w) to have a positive definite co-Z(w)
variance matrix. Since this requirement is hard to meet in practice, the training procedure
often skips the whole denominator Z(w) in the upper level. This skipping dramatically
decreases the approximation accuracy in practice.
A better idea is to initialize the approximation terms using the values obtained from the
previous iterations. By doing so, we do not require the covariance of q\Z(w) to be positive
definite anymore. Instead, we need that of 4\k(w) in equation (5.24) to be positive definite,
which is easier to satisfy. Now, when the iterations in the lower level start, \k(w) usually
has a positive definite covariance. However, after a few iterations, the covariance of 7\k(w)
often becomes non-positive definite again. The underlying reason for this instability is that
the partition function Z(w) is complicated and difficult to approximate accurately.
q(w)Iterations q(w)
1 (w) k(W) 2(w)
,/".... \Iterations
fl(w) k(w)
I Remove the intermediate level
q(w)
Iterations 
1 (W) §k(W) l (w) fk(w)
Figure 5-2: Flattening the approximation structure. The upper graph shows the two-level
approximation structure of the methods described in the previous sections. The lower graph
shows the flattened single-level approximation structure.
To address the problem, we flatten the two-level approximation structure by expanding
Z(w) in the upper level. Now we focus on q(w), our ultimate interest in training, without
directly dealing with the difficult partition function Z(w). The flattened structure is shown
at the bottom of the Figure 5-2. Specifically, the approximate posterior q(w) has the
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following form:
q(w) = p(w) f l k(W) 1 (5.70)
HiceF fk,-A(W)
Equation (5.70) uses the approximation term fk(w) for each edge rather than using Z(w).
It is also possible to interpret the flattened structure from the perspective of the two-level
approximation structure. That is, each time we partially update Z(w) based on only one
individual term approximation fk(w), and then refine q(w) before updating Z(w) again
based on another individual term approximation.
With the flattened structure, we update and incorporate gk(w) using standard EP. Also,
we have the same updates for q(t) as described in the previous sections. To update and
incorporate fk(w) in the denominator, we can use either power EP or transformed EP for
training. Specifically, by inserting sk(w) = fk(w) and Sk(W) = fk(w) into equations (5.11)
to (5.13) and (5.16) to (5.18) respectively, we obtain the PEP and transformed PEP updates
for fk(w). Setting mk = 0 in transformed PEP gives the transformed EP updates.
Specifically, for PEP, we have the same deletion and moment steps as what we have in
Sections 5.3.3 and 5.3.3 to approximate the partition function. We only modify the inclusion
step (5.59) and (5.60) as follows:
= 2hld - hk (5.71)
T
= 2 11old (5.72)
'qk~ ~ ~ \k -1Pk
Vw = V -wk VwkAk(~k 1 + A k Vw k Ak) 1 AkTVw k (5.73)
MW M\k \k - T\k -1TM~\kmw= mw -VwAk(G 1 + Ak Vw Ak) 'kA'w + VWAklk (5.74)
For transformed EP, we simply flip the sign of hk and /1 k in the deletion and inclusion
steps described in Sections 5.3.3 and 5.3.3. The moment matching step remains the same.
Note that both the power EP and transformed EP updates take O(d2) time, while a
simple implementation of the two-level approximation would take O(d3 ) time due to the
inverse of the covariance matrix of Z(w).
As a result of structure flattening, we have the following advantages over the previous
two approaches. First, training can converge easily. Instead of iteratively approximating
Z(w) in the lower level based on all the individual terms as before, a partial update based
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on only one individual term makes training much more stable. Second, we can obtain a
better "leave-one-out" posterior q\k(w), since we update q(w) more frequently than in the
previous two cases. A more refined q(w) leads to a better q\k(w), which in turn guides
the KL minimization to find a better new q(w). Finally, the flattened approximation
structure allows us to process approximation terms in any order. We found empirically
that, instead of using a random order, it is better to process the denominator term {fk(w)}
directly after processing the numerator term {Ok(w)} that is associated with the same
edge as {fk(w)}. Using this order, the information in a numerator term can guide the
approximation for the corresponding denominator term. In return, the denominator term
can normalize the approximation obtained from the numerator term immediately, such
that q(w) and q\k(w) are more balanced during training. Thus, using this iteration order
improves the approximation quality.
Using the flattened structure and pairing the processing of the corresponding numerator
and denominator terms, we can train BCRFs robustly. For example, on the tasks of ana-
lyzing synthetic datasets in the experimental section, training with the two-level structure
breaks down by skipping {Z(w)} or {fk(w)} and fails to converge. In contrast, training
with the flattened structure converges successfully and leads to a test error around 10% (see
the details in the experiment section).
5.4 Inference on BCRFs
Unlike traditional classification problems, where we have a scalar output for each input, a
BCRF jointly labels all the hidden vertices in an undirected graph. Given the posterior
q(w), we present two ways for inference on BCRFs: Bayesian-point-estimate (BPE) infer-
ence and Bayesian model averaging. While the BPE inference uses the posterior mean mi,
as the model parameter vector for inference, Bayesian model averaging integrates over the
posterior q(w) instead of using a fixed parameter vector. The advantage of model averaging
over the BPE approach is that model averaging makes full use of the data by employing not
only the estimated mean of the parameters, but also the estimated uncertainty (variance).
The practical benefit of model averaging, which combines predictions across al fits, is the
elimination of the overfitting problem. Since exact model averaging is intractable, we pro-
pose an efficient way to approximate it. The following sections describe in detail the BPE
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inference and approximate model averaging for BCRFs.
5.4.1 BPE inference
Given a new test graph x*, a BCRF trained on (x, t) can approximate the predictive
distribution as follows:
p(t*Ix*, t, x) p(t*lx*, w)p(wlt, x)dw (575)
~ p(t*lx*, mw) (5.76)
- Z(mw) Hi£ gi9j(t*j, x; mw) (577){i,j}E
where mw is the mean of the approximate posterior q(w).
Given mw, we are interested in finding the maximum marginal probability (MMP)
configuration of the test graph:
t MMP = argmaxt*P(t* x*, m), Vi E V. (5.78)
To obtain the MMP configuration, one can use the junction tree algorithm to get the exact
marginals of the labels if the tree width of the graph is not very large. If the tree width is
relatively large, one can use loopy belief propagation or tree-structured EP (Minka & Qi,
2003) to approximate the marginals. After obtaining the exact or approximate marginals,
then one can find the MMP configuration by choosing a label for each node with the maximal
marginal.
For applications where a single labeling error on a vertex of a graph can dramatically
change the meaning of the whole graph, such as word recognition, we may want to find
the maximum joint probability (MJP) configuration. While the maximum marginal con-
figuration will choose the most probable individual labels, the MJP configuration finds a
globally compatible label assignment. Depending on applications, we can use MMP or MJP
configurations accordingly. In our experiments, we always find MMP configurations.
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5.4.2 Approximate model averaging
Given a new test graph x*, a BCRF trained on (x, t) can approximate the predictive
distribution as follows:
p(t* x*, t, x) /p(t*lx*, w)p(wlt, x)dw (5 79)
Jp(t*Ix*, w)q(w)dw (5.80)
q(w)J (w) n gij(t*,t x*; w)dw (5.81)
{i,j}ES
where q(w) is the approximation of the true posterior p(wlt, x). Since the exact integral
for model averaging is intractable, we need to approximate this integral.
We can approximate the predictive posterior term by term as in EP. But typical EP
updates will involve the updates over both the parameters and the labels. That is much
more expensive than using a point estimate for inference, which involves only updates of the
labels. To reduce the computational complexity, we propose the following approach. It is
based on the simple fact that without any labels, the test graph does not offer information
about the parameters in the conditional model. Mathematically, after integrating out the
labels, the posterior distribution q(w) remains the same:
q(w)new = Z(w) gij(t*,tj*,x;w)q(w)dt = q(w) (5.82)
{i,j}£
Since q(w) is unchanged, we can update only q(t*) when incorporating one term gij (t*, t, x; w).
Specifically, given the posterior q(w) (mw, Vw), we use the factorized approximation
q(t*) = H1i q(t*) and update q(t*) and q(t*) as follows:
Tl \k
Zt*,tj= k M (5.83)
Vk wk +l1
Zt,t* = e + (1 - 2 )I(Zt*z,t*) (5.84)
q(t*, t) = Zt**q\k(t*)q\k(t) (5.85)
q(t*) = q(t*, t) (5.86)
tj
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q(t)= E q(t*, t*) (5.87)
ti
where 1 k is the feature vector extracted at the kth edge. Note that the deletion and inclusion
steps for q(t*) are similar to those described in the previous section on BCRF training.
Compared to the BPE inference, the above algorithm is almost the same except for
,T \ k
an importance difference: approximate model averaging uses .kW in its potential
/k Vw k+1
function, while the BPE inference simply uses qk m\k. In other words, the approximate
model averaging algorithm normalizes the potentials by the posterior variance projected on
feature vectors, while the BPE inference does not.
5.5 Experimental results
This section compares BCRFs with CRFs trained by maximum likelihood (ML) and maxi-
mum a posteriori (MAP) methods on several synthetic datasets, a document labeling task,
and an ink recognition task, demonstrating BCRFs' superior test performance. ML- and
MAP-trained CRFs include CRFs with probit potential functions (5.4) and with exponential
potential functions (5.3). We applied both PEP and TEP to train BCRFs. To avoid diver-
gence, we used a small step size. In the following paragraphs, BCRF-PEP and BCRF-TEP
denote CRFs trained by PEP and TEP respectively, with model averaging for inference.
BPE-CRF-PEP and BPE-CRF-TEP denote variants of BCRFs, i.e., CRFs using the BPE
inference. For ML- and MAP-trained CRFs, we applied the junction tree algorithm for
inference. We used probit models as the default potential functions by setting e = 0 in
equation (5.4), unless we explicitly stated that we used exponential potentials. To compare
the test performance of these algorithms, we counted the test errors on all vertices in the
test graphs.
5.5.1 Classifying synthetic data
On synthesized datasets, we examined the test performance of BCRFs and MAP-trained
probit CRFs for different sizes of training sets and different graphical structures. The
labels of the vertices in the synthetic graphs are all binary. The parameter vector w has
24 elements. The feature vectors {1i j} are randomly sampled from one of four Gaussians.
We can easily control the discriminability of the data by changing the variance of the
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Figure 5-3: Test error rates for ML- and
MAP-trained CRFs and BCRFs on syn-
thetic datasets with different numbers of
training loops. The results are averaged
over 10 runs. Each run has 1000 test loops.
Non-overlapping of error bars, the stan-
dard errors scaled by 1.64, indicates 95%
significance of the performance difference.
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Figure 5-4: Test error rates for ML- and
MAP-trained CRFs and BCRFs on syn-
thetic datasets with different numbers of
training chains. The results are averaged
over 10 runs. Each run has 1000 test
chains. Though the error bars overlap a
little bit, BCRFs still outperform ML- and
MAP-trained CRFs at 95%o significance ac-
cording to t-tests.
Gaussians. Based on the model parameter vector and the sampled feature vectors, we can
compute the joint probability of the labels as in equation (5.1) and randomly sample the
labels. For BC(RFs, we used a step size of 0.8 for training. For MAP-trained CRFs, we used
quasi-Newton methods with the BFGS approximation of Hessians (Sha & Pereira, 2003).
Different training sizes for loopy CRFs
Each graph has 3 vertices in a loop. In each trial, 10 loops were sampled for training and
1000 loops for testing. The procedure was repeated for 10 trials. A Gaussian prior with
mean 0 and diagonal variance 5 was used for both BCRF and MAP CRF training. We
repeated the same experiments by increasing the number of training graphs from 10 to 30
to 100.
The results are visualized in Figure 5-3 and summarized in Table 5.1. According to t-
tests, which have stronger test power than the error bars in Figure 5-3, both types of BCRFs
outperform ML- and MAP-trained CRFs in all cases at 98% statistical significance level.
PEP- and TEP-trained BCRFs achieve comparable test accuracy. Furthermore, approxi-
mate model averaging improves the test performance over the BPE inference with 86% and
91% statistical significance for the case of 10 and 30 training graphs, respectively. When
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Algorithm Test error rates
10 train. 30 train. 100 train.
MIL-CRF 27.96 * 22.80 * 12.25 *
MNAP-CRF 16.36 * 12.40 * 9.60 *
BPE-CRF-TEP 10.66 9.85 9.21
BPE-CRF-PEP 10.67 9.76 9.14
BCRF-TEP 10.51 9.73 9.23
BCRF-PEP 10.59 9.71 9.23
Table 5.1: Test error rates on synthetic datasets with different numbers of training loops.
The results are averaged over 10 runs. Each run has 1000 test loops. The stars indicate
that the error rates are worse than those of BCRF-PEP at 98% significance.
more training graphs are available, MAP-trained CRFs and BCRFs perform increasingly
similarly, though still statistically differently. The reason is that the posterior is narrower
than in the case of fewer training graphs, such that the posterior mode is closer to the pos-
terior mean. In this case, approximate model averaging does not improve test performance,
since the inference becomes more sensitive to the error introduced by the approximation in
model averaging.
Different training sizes for chain-structured CRFs
We then changed the graphs to be chain-structured. Specifically, each graph has 3 vertices in
a chain. In each trial, 10 chains were sampled for training and 1000 chains for testing. The
procedure was repeated for 10 trials. A Gaussian prior with mean 0 and diagonal variance 5I
was used for both BCRF and MAP CRF training. Then we repeated the same experiments
by increasing the number of training graphs from 10 to 30 to 100. The results are visualized
in Figure 5-4 and summarized in Table 5.2. Again, BCRFs outperform ML- and MAP-
trained CRFs with high statistical significance. Also, model averaging significantly improves
the test accuracy over the BPE inference, especially when the size of training sets is small.
5.5.2 Labeling FAQs
We compared BCRFs with MAP-trained probit and exponential CRFs on the frequently
asked questions (FAQ) dataset, introduced by McCallum et al. (2000). The dataset consists
of 47 files, belonging to 7 Usenet newsgroup FAQs. Each file has multiple lines, which can be
the header (H), a question (Q), an answer (A), or the tail (T). Since identifying the header
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Algorithm Test error rates
10 train. 30 train. 100 train.
MNL-CRF 32.54 * 30.36 * 23.09 *
MIAP-CRF 29.12 * 24.39 * 21.48
BPE-CRF-TEP 25.74 * 23.06 * 21.42
BPE-CRF-PEP 25.48 * 22.52 * 21.34
BCRF-TEP 25.01 22.53 * 21.41 *
BCRF-PEP 24.94 22.21 21.27
Table 5.2: Test error rates for ML- and MAP-trained CRFs and BCRFs on synthetic
datasets with different numbers of training chains. The results are averaged over 10 runs.
Each run has 1000 test chains. The stars indicate that the error rates are worse than those
of BCRF-PEP at 98% significance.
and the tail is relatively easy, we simplify the task to label only the lines that are questions
or answers. To save time, we truncated all the FAQ files such that no file has more than
500 lines. On average, the truncated files have 479 lines. The dataset was randomly split 10
times into 19 training and 28 test files. Each file was modeled by a chain-structured CRF,
whose vertices correspond to lines in the files. The feature vector for each edge of a CRF is
simply the concatenation of feature vectors extracted at the two neighboring vertices, which
are the same set of 24 features, for example, begins-with-number, begins-with-question-word,
and indented-1-to4, as McCallum et al. (2000) used.
The test performance is summarized in Table 5.3 and visualized in Figure 5-5. According
to t-tests, BCRFs outperform ML- and MAP-trained CRFs with probit or exponential
potentials on the truncated FAQs dataset at 98% statistical significance level.
Finally, we compared PEP- and TEP-trained BCRFs. On one hand, Figures 5-6 and 5-7
show that TEP-trained BCRFs converged steadily, while the change in BCRF parameters
in PEP training oscillated. On the other hand, as shown in Figure 5-5 and Table 5.3,
PEP-trained BCRFs achieved more accurate test performance than TEP-trained BCRFs,
though TEP-trained BCRFs also outperformed MAP-trained CRFs.
5.5.3 Parsing handwritten organization charts
We compared BCRFs and MAP-trained CRFs on ink analysis, a real-world application
of computer vision. The goal is to distinguish containers from connectors in drawings of
organization charts. A typical organization chart is shown in Figure 5-8. CRFs enable joint
classification of all ink on a page. The classification of one ink fragment can influence the
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Figure 5-5: Test error rates of different algorithms on FAQ dataset. The results are averaged
over 10 random splits. The error bars are the standard errors multiplied by 1.64. Both
types of BCRFs outperform MAP-trained CRFs with probit and expontial potentials at
95% statistical significance level, though the eror bar of BCRF-TEP overlaps a little bit
with those of MAP-trained CRFs.
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Figure 5-6: Change in parameters along it- Figure 5-7: Change in parameters along it-
erations of PEP. Though decreasing over- erations of TEP. The change in parameters
all, the change in parameters oscillates. monotonically decreases until the training
This slows down the convergence speed. converges.
classification of others, so that context is exploited.
We break the task into three steps:
1. Subdivision of pen strokes into fragments,
2. Construction of a conditional random field on the fragments,
3. Training and inference on the network.
The input is electronic ink recorded as sampled locations of the pen, and collected into
strokes separated by pen-down and pen-up events. In the first step, strokes are divided
into simpler components called fragments. Fragments should be small enough to belong
to a single container or connector. In contrast, strokes can occasionally span more than
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Algorithm Test error rates
MAP-CRF 1.42 *
MAP-Exp-CRF 1.36 *
BPE-CRF-TEP 0.68
BPE-CRF-PEP 0.72 *
BCRF-TEP 0.67
BCRF-PEP 0.54
Table 5.3: Test error rates on FAQ dataset. The stars indicate the error rates are worse
than that of BCRF-PEP with model averaging at 98% significance. 10 random splits of the
dataset were used. Each split has 19 sequences for training and 28 for testing. The average
length of the truncated FAQ chains is 479 lines.
5 A
Figure 5-8: An organization chart. Stroke fragments are numbered and their endpoints
marked. In the right middle region of the chart, fragments 18, 21, 22, and 29 from both
containers and connectors compose a box, which however is not a container. This region is
locally ambiguous, but globally unambiguous.
one shape, for example when a user draws a container and a connector without lifting the
pen. One could choose the fragments to be individual sampled dots of ink, however, this
would be computationally expensive. We choose fragments to be groups of ink dots within
a stroke that form straight line segments (within some tolerance) (Figure 5-8).
In the second step, we construct a conditional random field on the fragments. Each ink
fragment is represented by a vertex in the graph (Figure 5-9). The vertex has an associated
label variable ti, which takes on the values 1 (container) or 2 (connector). Potential functions
quantify the relations between labels given the data. The features used in each potential
function include histograms of angles and lengths, as well as templates to detect important
shapes, e.g., T-junctions formed by two neighboring fragments.
Finally, we want to train the constructed CRFs and then predict labels of new organi-
zation charts based on the trained CRFs.
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Figure 5-9: A CRF superimposed on part of the chart from Figure 5-8. There is one vertex (
shown as circle) per fragment, and edges indicate potentials between neighboring fragments.
o
Figure 5-10: Parsing the organization chart by BCRF-PEP. The trained BCRF-PEP labels
the containers as bold lines and labels connectors as thin lines. Clearly, by exploiting
contextual information in the graph, the BCRF-PEP accurately labels the graph even in
the difficult region to the middle-right, where there is local ambiguity.
Algorithm Test error rates
ML-CRF 10.7 :i: 1.21 *
MAP-CRF 6.00 :i: 0.64 *
ML-Exp-CRF 10.1 :i: 1.21 *
MAP-Exp-CRF 5.20 :i: 0.79 0
BPE-CRF-PEP 5.93 :i: 0.59 *
BCRF-PEP 4.39:i: 0.62
Table 5.4: Test error rates on organization charts. The results are averaged over 10 random
partitions. The stars indicate that the error rates are worse than that of BCRF -TEP at
98% significance. The diamond indicates that BCRF-PEP outperforms MAP-trained CRFs
with exponential potentials at 85% significance.
The data set consists of 23 organization charts. We randomly split them 10 times into 14
training and 9 test graphs, and ran BCRFs, ML- and MAP-trained CRFs on each partition.
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We used the same spherical Gaussian prior p(w) Hi g(wi10, 5) on the parameters w for
both BCRF and MAP CRF training. The same features were also used. Figure 5-10 shows
the parsing result of the organization chart in Figure 5-8. The overall test performance is
summarized in Table 5.4. Again, BCRFs outperforms the other approaches.
5.6 Conclusions
This chapter has presented BCRFs, a new approach to training and inference on conditional
random fields. In training, BCRFs use the TEP method or the PEP method to approximate
the posterior distribution of the parameters. Also, BCRFs flatten approximation structures
to increase the algorithmic stability, efficiency, and prediction accuracy. In testing, BCRFs
approximate model averaging. On synthetic data, FAQ files, and handwritten ink recogni-
tion, we compared BCRFs with ML- and MAP-trained CRFs. In almost all the experiments,
BCRFs outperformed ML- and MAP-trained CRFs significantly. Also, approximate model
averaging enhances the test performance over the BPE inference. Regarding the difference
between PEP and TEP training, PEP-trained BCRFs achieve comparable or more accurate
test performance than TEP-trained BCRFs, while TEP training tends to have a faster con-
vergence speed than PEP training. Moreover, we need a better theoretical understanding
of TEP.
Compared to ML- and MAP-trained CRFs, BCRFs approximate model averaging over
the posterior distribution of the parameters, instead of using a MAP or ML point estimate
of the parameter vector for inference. Furthermore, BCRF hyperparameters, e.g., the prior
variance for the parameters w, can be optimized in a principled way, such as by maximizing
model evidence, with parameters integrated out. Similarly, we can use the predictive-ARD-
EP method, described in Chapter 4, to do feature selection with BCRFs and to obtain
sparse kernelized BCRFs.
Finally, the techniques developed for BCRFs have promise for other machine learning
problems. One example is Bayesian learning in Markov random fields. If we set all features
qOk's of a CRF to be 1, then the CRF will reduce to a Markov random field. Due to this
connection, BCRF techniques can be useful for learning Markov random fields. Another
example is Bayesian multi-class discrimination. If we have only one edge in a BCRF, then
labeling the two neighboring vertices amounts to classifying the edge into multiple classes.
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Therefore, we can directly use BCRF techniques for multi-class discrimination by treating
each data point as an edge in a CRF with two vertices, which encode the label of the original
data point.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions and future work
This thesis has presented a series of algorithms to extend expectation propagation (EP)
for graphical models, and shown that Bayesian inference and learning can be both efficient
and accurate on a variety of real world applications. Specifically, on four types of graphical
models, i.e., hybrid Bayesian networks, Markov random fields, independent conditional
classification models, and conditional random fields, this thesis extends EP in the following
ways:
First, we use window-based EP smoothing as an alternative to EP batch smoothing on
dynamic systems, e.g., hybrid Bayesian dynamic networks, for online applications. Window-
based EP smoothing finds a trade-off between assumed density filtering (ADF) and batch
EP smoothing, and enables EP approximation for online applications. Window-based EP
smoothing performs more efficiently than batch EP smoothing by constraining the window
length, and more efficiently than sequential Monte Carlo methods by avoiding random
samples.
Second, on graphs with loops, we combine a tree-structured EP approximation with
the junction tree algorithm, such that we maintain only local consistency of the junction
tree representation during updates. This combination greatly improves the computational
speed and saves memory. With this combination, an edge in a graph sends messages only
to the subtree that is directly connected to the edge, instead of to the whole graph as with
a straightforward implementation of structured EP.
Third, we improve classification accuracy in the presence of noisy, irrelevant features. We
introduce predictive automatic relevance determination (ARD), which chooses the classifier
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with the best estimated test performance instead of the one with the maximal evidence.
The predictive performance of a classifier is obtained directly from EP updates without
carrying out expensive cross validations. Moreover, for training, predictive-ARD does not
compute the full covariance matrix of the parameters, but uses sequential updates over
features. This greatly improves training efficiency. For testing, predictive-ARD results in
sparse models. The model sparsity naturally leads to fast test performance.
Fourth, we apply two extensions of EP, the previously developed power EP (PEP) and
the novel transformed PEP methods, to train Bayesian conditional random fields (BCRF).
For testing, we average prediction over the estimated posterior distribution of the param-
eters to avoid overfitting. Moreover, BCRFs achieve efficiency in training and testing by
exploring low-ranking matrix operations, which reduces the training time to O(d2) from
O(d3 ), and by approximating model averaging respectively. Here d is the dimensionality of
the parameters.
The performance of the extended EP algorithms was demonstrated in the following
sections:
Section 2.7 A wireless signal detection problem is modeled by hybrid Bayesian networks.
On these hybrid Bayesian networks, window-based EP smoothing achieved the bit
error rates comparable to those obtained by sequential Monte Carlo methods, i.e.,
particle smoothers, but with less than one-tenth computational complexity.
Section 3.5 On binary random fields with grid structures and on fully connected binary
random fields, the structured EP approximation coupled with the local propagation
scheme was more accurate and faster than loopy belief propagation and structured
variational methods, as shown in Figures 3-5 and 3-6.
Section 4.4 On gene expression datasets, predictive-ARD-EP achieved more accurate clas-
sification results than traditional ARD, which is based on Laplace's approximation and
maximizes model evidence, and than support vector machines coupled with feature
selection techniques, such as recursive feature elimination and Fisher scoring.
Section 5.5.1 On synthetic chain-structured and on loopy conditional random fields, BCRFs
significantly outperformed maximum likelihood (ML) and maximum a posteriori (MAP)
trained CRFs in prediction accuracy.
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Section 5.5.2 On frequently-asked-question (FAQ) datasets where the goal was to label
each line of a FAQ file as a question or an answer, BCRFs significantly lowered the
error more than 60% over MAP-trained CRFs.
Section 5.5.3 On ink data where the goal was to recognize containers and connectors in
hand-drawn organization charts, BCRFs improved the prediction accuracy over ML-
and MAP-trained CRFs with high statistical significance. Moreover, BCRFs provide
the basis for Bayesian feature selection to further improve prediction accuracy.
In summary, this thesis has presented extensions of EP that demonstrate the theoretical
benefits of Bayesian inference and learning with respect to reducing error, while achieving
new practical benefits of efficient computation. Thus, the notion that Bayesian methods are
theoretically ideal but computationally impractical is less true now than before this thesis
work was done. As to future work, there are many interesting research directions relating
to EP and extended EP, including the following:
* Finding a good approximation distribution according to some sensible criteria. For
example, in Chapter 3, we used tree-structured approximation distributions, which
are able to capture the correlations between nodes in loopy graphs and, at the same
time, remain tractable. But finding an optimal tree structure for approximation is a
hard problem. In Chapter 3, we used a heuristic that chooses the maximal spanning
tree where the weight for each edge is the estimated mutual information between the
two neighboring nodes. We estimated the mutual information using only the potential
function involving these two nodes. The maximum spanning tree would be optimal
according to the maximum likelihood criterion, if we have the true mutual information
for each edge, instead of the estimated mutual information (Chow & Liu, 1968). For
continuous variables, it may be possible to use approximation distributions other than
Gaussian distributions, so that we can model the skewness or the multimodality of
some probability distributions. However, the use of other approximation distributions
may make it difficult to apply EP directly and may necessitate extensions of EP.
* Combining EP with other approximation methods, especially randomized methods,
to take advantage of the benefits of both randomized and deterministic methods.
Sudderth et al. (2003) have developed nonparametric belief propagation (BP), where
random samples approximate messages used in belief propagation. Since EP is an
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extension of BP, a natural generalization of this work would be to combine sampling
methods with expectation propagation.
Estimating approximation and prediction error. To deepen the understanding of EP
as well as its extensions, it is important to obtain error bounds for EP estimation
and prediction, especially error bounds that are algorithm- and data-dependent. To
this end, we can resort to statistical analysis tools in computational learning theory,
including PAC-Bayesian theory and its extensions, variational Chernoff bounds, and
covering number bounds (Meir & Zhang, 2003; Ravikumar & Lafferty, 2004; Herbrich,
2002; Tong, 2002).
* Exploring the relation of EP to optimization. EP is strongly linked to optimization
techniques. For example, EP is similar to the working set method for optimization:
both update the factors in the working set, while holding the other factors fixed, and
iterate the process until the convergence. The link between EP and optimization
methods implies that it is possible to adopt techniques that are well developed in the
optimization community to extend EP for efficiency and other purposes. In return,
we can modify EP for optimization purposes, by simply replacing moment matching
with mode matching. One example is Laplace propagation (Smola et al., 2004), which
modifies EP to approximate the mode of Gaussian processes. EP could be similarly
modified so as to approximate the most probable configuration for a discrete Markov
random field.
* Exploring information geometry to obtain insight into EP and its extensions. Ikeda
et al. (2004) have applied information geometry to analyze and improve BP. A possible
generalization of this work would be to apply information geometry to analyze EP
and its extension, gaining insight into EP from a new perspective and leading to
improvements in performance.
* Applying Bayesian techniques to more real world applications. The applications pre-
sented in this thesis are only a small subset of many real-world applications, to which
extended EP can apply, such as functional genomics, protein structure analysis, digi-
tal wireless communications, and information retrieval. Furthermore, because of the
constant improvement in Bayesian approximation techniques and the strong modeling
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power of graphical models, one can expect that Bayesian inference and learning on
graphical models will play an increasingly more influential role in engineering and
scientific research.
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Appendix A
Low-rank matrix computation for
first and second order moments
Define y = Aw, m\k ATm\k, and V = ATV\ Ak. It follows thatk ' Y k W y k u
VmlogZ(m, V\k) = Vm log
J Vmf(Akw)A(wmw, Vk)dw=
= J f(y)VmA/(ylmk, Vk)dy
=- m\k)T(V\k)--1A(ymk, V\k)VM \kf (Y)(Y -- my ,y V y ) y dyZ
=- - ,V ( v)A d
f(y)(y Ar(yM\k V\k) (V\k)-lAd Tf()(Y CTAmYY
CT T
=Ak
(A.1)
(A.2)
(A.3)
(A.4)
(A.5)
(A.6)
where c (V )k )-1(my - my)
we have
Vv log Z(m\, k, V\k) =
J f(Y)YAr(ylm\kV\k)dy
,and m= ymVy is the new mean of y.z
/ f(y)VvA(ylmk, Vk )dy
Also,
(A.7)
2 Z
- -2Ak2z/fZ(y)Af(y |mfk, Vk) ((Vk) - 1
(V\k)-l(y _ m\k)(y _ m\k)T (V\k)-l)ATdy
-Ak((Vk)- _ (V\k)-l(Gy - 2my(m\k)T+
m\k(mk)T)(v\k)-')A T (A.9)
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(A.8)
f (A TW),V(W I M\k, V\k )dw
k W W
where GQ ' f(y)yyT(ylm} ,Vy )dy is the new variance of y.
-- z
From (A.6) and (A.9), it follows that
(VmVT - 2V,) log Z(m k, V\k) = ADA
where
D (V\k) -1 _ (V\k)-l(Gy - mymT)(v\k) -
The new mean and variance of the parameters w are
mw=mw + V\ V m log Z(mk, Vwk))
M\k \kAk
= mw + Vw Akc
Vw: Vwk V (VmVm - 2V,) log Z(m w , V\, )Vwk
:= V W AkDAV w
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